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COLUMN
In his regular Bocsio column, former Ring Magazine
trainer of the year Enzo Calzaghe outlines how Nathan
Cleverly can reclaim a world title when he faces
Juergen Braehmer in Germany

Enzo Calzaghe: Corner
can win it for Cleverly

I

was delighted when I heard my
former fighter Nathan Cleverly had
secured another shot at a world
title and would love him to take
Juergen Braehmer’s WBA lightheavyweight crown in Germany on 1
October. Nathan’s had a few losses,
but that’s not the end of the world –
not every fighter can be a Floyd
Mayweather or a Joe Calzaghe! He
was a world champion, and he can be
one again – he’s got the ability,
although for various reasons he
doesn’t always show it.
But he’s got a tough challenge on
his hands. Braehmer’s a cute fighter,
very intelligent… he brings an oldfashioned German style, he’s a
southpaw and a smart cookie. He

Nathan Cleverly
Photo courtesy of Andrew Heard Photography
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didn’t have to go for the fight with
Nathan, he had options – he’s picked
this one because he think he’ll win.
If Nathan’s going to win, he has to
play his opponent at his own game, to
be cute, smart, use his jab, move and
turn. He’s not going to be able to rely
on power – Braehmer’s too clever, he’s
been through it all, he knows how to
move away from trouble. Nathan
needs to be careful, he doesn’t need
to be throwing huge numbers of
punches in one round. Although his
punches in bunches are a strength, he
comes forward in straight lines.
Nathan wins on being cute, not
with work-rate. He’s got the ability,
what he hasn’t got is the power of a
one-punch knock-out. His brain has to
rule his heart, he has to jab, jab, jab…
Nathan knows this already, his heart’s
been ruling his brain too often. Forget
about passion and show-boating for
the public, he gets too sucked up in
that. He’s there for business, to win
coolly and calmly.
That’s where the corner work will
be crucial, corners win fights. Nathan
needs a proper trainer who knows his
moves and what to say at the crucial
time – he hasn’t always had that. I’d
argue furiously with Nathan’s father
Vince, who would delude his son,
telling him he was unbeatable and
could never lose. I told Vince that
when my son Joe was fighting I gave
him a 99% chance of winning – never
100%.
You have to leave that possibility
open, no-one’s immortal. That meant
that, when Joe went down, there was
no panic, no shock. I told him to suck
it up and get on with it. When Nathan
went down against Sergey Kovalev,
his corner panicked and were shocked
because they weren’t prepared for it.
They didn’t know what to say and
gave him the wrong advice… I went
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nuts watching it.
I created Nathan’s style and knew
what to do to make him win… you
look at him fighting and then, in the
corner, tell him what he’s doing right
and wrong. And don’t just whisper it
to him… you have to really drill it in, I
used to go mad in the corner. If I was
in the corner for the Braehmer fight
I’d insist on perfection every round
and tell him you’ve got the ability,
now show it. Stop using power rather
than brains – he hasn’t got the power
to overcome a lack of brain work.
It probably goes to points and you
have to be realistic and say that, in
Germany, Braehmer’s probably
already two rounds up before the
fight starts. We knew that when there
was all the talk of Joe going to
Germany to fight Sven Ottke, but it’s
no different to what goes on in shows
in the USA or England, the home
fighter gets favoured.
I have to say that when I went with
Joe to Germany for the Mario Veit
fight in 2005, although there was
trepidation going out there, we had a
fantastic time. The Germans were so
honest and welcoming, they were
loveable people and we had a great
time. The promoters made us feel
good, we had a great hotel where we
were treated like kings and – when
Joe knocked Veit out in the sixth –
everyone applauded. Veit said he’d
never faced anyone like Joe and had
full respect for him.
So being in Germany shouldn’t be a
fear factor. It’s a great chance for
Nathan to get another world belt and,
if he wins it, he’ll be in control of his
career, able to pick his own path.
My heart obviously wants Nathan
to win, after all the years I’ve trained
with him. But, in reality, I have to put
the odds at 60-40 in favour of
Braehmer.
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Has Brook
put money
over
ambition?
Any boxer has to have swagger, a
touch of vanity and the belief you can
win. If you don’t, you don’t step into
that ring, especially at world level.
Kell Brook’s made a big jump up in
weight to challenge one of the most
feared fighters in the world in
Gennady Golovkin. I’m sure he thinks
he’s got a system to win, that GGG has
never faced anyone like him. GGG’s
not that big, Brook’s never been
beaten… he certainly has a chance.
But the fact that it’s yet another
PPV show drives me mad and you have
to think that Brook’s taken it for the
money. There were other routes he
could have chosen, you wouldn’t pick
GGG… he’s an awesome fighter and
when he lands, he LANDS.
I’d be very surprised if Brook was to
win this fight. He may be letting his
pocket rule his mind and – in my
opinion – he gets beaten.

Olympic
boxers need
their regular
trainers

the health of the athletes, boxing’s
not a game – it can destroy a fighter,
physically and mentally. Professionals
know how to dodge the damaging
shots and cover them… amateurs
don’t have that experience and it’s
very dangerous. I’d never train an
amateur if he was going to fight a
professional.

One-armed
wonders
Hearing about Deontay Wilder
outboxing then stopping Chris
Arreola despite having a broken
hand, I couldn’t help thinking of so
many of Joe’s fights.
I thought in particular of the Evans
Ashira bout… early in the fight Joe
came back to the corner and said
‘Dad, my left hand’s gone’. I said ‘Joe,
shut up, don’t show anything’. I told
him to jab, jab, jab, and he won it
with one hand. These guys are
gladiators, it’s not a joke.
The automatic thing to do may
seem to be to pull a fighter out, but
this was my son and I sent him out
there. I knew it depended on the
ability of the two fighters. Although
he was a southpaw, Joe had two
great hands – he did a fantastic job

and beat Ashira one-handed.

Stunned by
Maccarinelli ring
return
When I heard that Enzo Maccarinelli
had decided to fight on, I was
shocked. I haven’t got a clue why
he’s doing it, it’s a dangerous move
and there’s nothing whatsoever he
can gain from it.
After his last knock-out I spoke to
him and told him I feared for him,
that he’d given too much to boxing. I
told him everyone looked at him as a
legend and asked how his family, his
wife and children, would feel seeing
him going down like that again?
Forget the money. Forget wanting
to get to 50 fights – it doesn’t matter.
All that matters is your health – look
what happened to guys like Joe
Frazier and Muhammad Ali.
Enzo was a class fighter, a world
champion… I don’t want him to
destroy his legacy and become a
journeyman. He’s got other things he
can do in boxing – train amateurs, be
a manager, do media work – he
doesn’t need to come back. His family
should talk to him.

Joe Calzaghe

Watching some of the disappointing
performances of the Team GB boxers
in the Olympics, I believe that one of
their biggest problems was in the
corner. The fighters should have their
own, regular trainers who know them,
not some yo-yo in the corner. Who can
train a boxer except his own trainer,
the man who knows his fighter’s
strengths and weaknesses?
I think that played into Joe
Cordina’s early exit, he didn’t seem to
be able to change his game plan. But
it was also disgraceful that he was
fighting a ‘professional’ from the APB,
a boxer used to 10-rounders.
It shouldn’t be allowed and I don’t
know how the powers-that-be can put
amateur boxers in with professionals –
it’s destroying the sport. Sparring is
one thing, a fight is something
completely different. I’m concerned for
Issue 13
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Cleverly backed for
historic title win
Enzo Maccarinelli, whose brave bid to become the first Welshman to regain a
world title was ended by Juergen Braehmer, backs his long-time rival Nathan
Cleverly to do what he couldn’t and dethrone the German

F

ormer Welsh world champions Nathan Cleverly and
Enzo Maccarinelli have long been verbal sparring
partners, although the rivals have never quite made it
into the same ring. Despite the friction between the
pair, Maccarinelli has backed Cleverly to do what he was
unable to – dethrone WBA light-heavyweight champion
Juergen Braehmer in Germany and become the first
Welshman to reclaim a world crown.
“I haven’t always seen eye to eye with Nathan in the past,
but I think he’s got all the tools to do the job there,” said
Maccarinelli, ahead of the big fight at the Jahnsportforum in
Neubrandenburg on 1 October.
“German fighters don’t tend to make many mistakes, but
Braehmer made mistakes against me when I fought him and
that was when I could only see out of one eye [following a
horrific first-round injury in their 2014 bout]. Maybe that’s
why I was never given a rematch, so this is certainly a
winnable fight for Nathan.”
A showdown between Cleverly and Braehmer has been
expected since as long back as 2011, and the 29-year-old from
Cefn Fforest is delighted to finally get his shot at the German,
who turns 38 in October.
“This fight has been destined to happen and I can’t wait

now,” said Cleverly, who lost his WBO crown to Sergey
Kovalev back in 2013. He has since lost two of his last five
fights, including his last outing against Andrzej Fonfara in
Chicago last October. But that was a thrilling fight-of-the-year
contender, where Cleverly was hampered by a broken nose.
“I’ve had a good recovery period and rest since the Fonfara
fight and I feel fantastic,” he said. “I’m invigorated and ready
to strike again on the world scene and become a two-time
world champion. Juergen is a great champion and an
underrated one. He’s a puncher with amateur and pro
pedigree, a proper professional and credit to the game. It’s
like the old dog fighting the young dog, experience versus
youth, but I’m 29 and have a bagful of experience of my own.
I know what I have to do – I’m going into the champion’s
backyard and I intend to rip the title off him.”
Braehmer has lost just two of his 50 fights and has never
been stopped, his last defeat coming in 2008.
‘’Cleverly is a good fighter, a former world champion and
still one of the best light-heavyweights in the world,” said the
former WBO champion, who will be making the seventh
defence of his WBA belt. “He has a very exciting offensive
style, which will make for a great match-up, but I’m confident
I’ll win.’’

History against Cleverly’s title bid
NO WELSH WORLD champion has ever won another world
title after losing their belt – just how did Cleverly’s
predecessors fare after losing world crowns?

challenge against Billy Hardy – but his oft-overlooked later
career was impressive, as he competed at the highest level
for another four years and claimed a European title.

Freddie Welsh
Freddie Welsh retired after losing his world lightweight
crown to Benny Leonard in the last of their classic trilogy of
fights in 1917. After three years, though, financial problems
meant that the Pontypridd man made a comeback.
He had kept himself in the gym and in shape, but when
he stepped back between the professional ropes the ring
wizard of old was no more. Welsh stood and brawled in
front of his comeback opponent, Willie Green, a tactic that
won him a four-round stoppage. But after five more fights
that ended with a draw and a defeat the great Welsh
realised that the game was up.

Enzo Maccarinelli
Enzo Maccarinelli struggled to reach his former heights after
his shattering 2008 loss to David Haye in their cruiserweight
unification battle. He took nine months out before returning
with a two-round stoppage of Matthew Ellis, but in his next
two bouts ‘Big Macc’ suffered horrible knock-out defeats
against Ola Afolabi and Denis Lebedev.
Many felt that would be the end for the Swansea man,
but he would go on to win British and European
cruiserweight titles. A drop to light-heavyweight saw
Maccarinelli add a Commonwealth crown to his collection,
then secure a shot at Braehmer’s WBA title. A horrible eye
injury in the first round ended his chances.

Steve Robinson
Steve Robinson took a year out after his crushing defeat to
Naseem Hamed, before returning with a low-key eightround points win over Kelton McKenzie in Tylorstown. ‘The
Cinderella Man’ lost his next fight – a European title
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Gavin Rees
Gavin Rees took 15 months out after losing his world title to
Andriy Kotelnik, dropping a division to lightweight for his
return, a four-round stoppage of Johnny Greaves. ‘The Rock’
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won the Prizefighter tournament next time out, part of an
impressive string of domestic victories that took him to British
and European titles plus another shot at a world crown, where
a peak Adrien Broner proved too good.
Wales’ other world champions
Wales’ first world champion, Percy Jones, never lost his title in
the ring, but his inability to make the flyweight limit cost him
his crown before injuries sustained by the Porth man in World
War I ended his career.
Jimmy Wilde never fought again after losing his world title
in a brutal showdown against Pancho Villa, nor did Howard
Winstone after his defeat against Jose Legra in the Merthyr
man’s first title defence.
Medical problems meant that neither Robbie Regan nor
Barry Jones ever had the chance to defend their hard-earned
world titles. Regan never fought again, but Jones was able to
return to the ring after 18 months with a six-round points win
over Chris Williams. That fight pitched Jones into a world-title
shot at Acelino Freitas. The Cardiff man’s brave eight-round
defeat was his last fight, and the only defeat of his career.
Joe Calzaghe, of course, never tasted defeat. After giving
up his long-held super-middleweight crown he moved up to
light-heavyweight for the last two fights of his career. He was
recognised by Ring magazine as the world’s leading lightheavyweight, but he never competed for a world title in that
division.

Famous Welsh wins in Germany
IF HISTORY IS against Cleverly in terms of regaining a
world crown, he may do better to contemplate some
memorable Welsh performances in Germany. The country
is typically regarded as a graveyard of ambition for
visiting fighters who have struggled to win over the
judges, but Wales’ pugilists have scored some memorable
victories there.
Gipsy Daniels v Max Schmeling
Calling Gipsy Daniels a colourful character is an enormous
understatement, and the talented Llanelli lightheavyweight took his talents across the globe. His welltravelled career included 11 fights in Germany, the second
of them being a December 1927 points defeat against the
great Max Schmeling, the then European lightheavyweight champion who would go on to shake up the
world with his shock victory over Joe Louis.
Daniels did enough in defeat to be invited back for a
rematch in Frankfurt on 25 February, 1928. It was a bout
that’s been described by boxing journalist and historian
Steve Bunce as the greatest ever victory by a Welsh fighter.
Eager to make a point and looking to extend a 22-fight
winning streak, Schmeling rushed out in the first round…
and walked straight into a stunning straight right that sent
him out for the count.
Within two years the defeated German would be
crowned heavyweight champion of the world, but his
conqueror Daniels would never hit such heights again. The
Welshman pursued a journeyman career, picking up
paydays throughout Europe but finding less and less
success on the cards of the judges.
Dick Richardson v Karl Mildenberger and Hans
Kalbfell
It’s fair to say that Dick Richardson isn’t the most popular
fighter to appear in a German ring… he fought for the
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European heavyweight title three times in Dortmund in
the period 1960 to 1962, beating Hans Kalbfell twice and
Karl Mildenberger once.
In the first bout – against Kalbfell for the vacant title in
March 1960 – the controversial Newport man caused a riot
that meant he needed a police escort to get back to his
dressing room. Richardson had legitimately hammered
Kaldfell to the ground in the 13th, but he then
outrageously stepped in with the finishing punches as the
referee administered the count to the recovering German.
Video of the hugely controversial ending is available
on the BBC Sport website and is well worth checking
out.
Joe Calzaghe v Mario Veit
A May 2005 trip to the small Lower Saxony city of
Braunschweig to face mandatory challenger Mario Veit
held few fears for WBO super-middleweight champion Joe
Calzaghe; the Newbridge man had blasted his opponent
out in the first round of their previous encounter, in
Cardiff in 2001.
At the time of the rematch, Calzaghe was struggling to
secure the major fights he wanted, but there was no
problem with his form and the oozing confidence he
displayed should, perhaps, have been a warning to Jeff
Lacy, who Calzaghe would meet two fights down the line.
The champion swarmed all over Veit from the outset
and floored the challenger with a big left hook at the end
of the fifth. Two more knock-downs followed in the sixth
before the referee stepped in to end one of the more
straightforward defences of Calzaghe’s long reign.
The two Calzaghe defeats were, at the time, the only
setbacks Veit had suffered in 47 bouts. He would fight just
five times more, two of those being against Braehmer. Veit
scored a points win over Cleverly’s opponent in 2006, but
suffered a knock-out defeat to him the following year.
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Williams the draw
card for Warren’s
Welsh strategy
Liam Williams will headline another major Cardiff show on 22 October as Frank
Warren builds on his return to the Welsh fight promotion scene

P

romoter Frank Warren has
fulfilled his promise to back
up his July show in Cardiff –
the first he had staged in
Wales since 2013 – with another
event in the Welsh capital. The next
promotion is scheduled for 22
October at the city’s Motorpoint
Arena. Warren had pencilled in a 17
September date, but pushed it back
due to a cut to the fighter he has
put at the heart of his entire Welsh
boxing strategy, Liam ‘the
Machine’ Williams.
“We’re seeing the birth of a Welsh
boxing star,” said Warren of the British

“WE’RE GOING TO SEE
SOME REAL WELSH STARS
COMING THROUGH BEHIND
LIAM AS THE STANDARD
BEARER”
FRANK WARREN
Williams
lands a
punch on
Corcoran

8

and Commonwealth lightmiddleweight champion. “I’ve been
involved with a lot of Welsh fighters
over the years, including Colin Jones
and Enzo Maccarinelli, and he certainly
matches them in the punch
department. I think he’s the best young
prospect Wales has had for a long, long
time.”
The promoter’s faith in the 24-yearold Church Village man is helped by
the fighter’s popularity and ability to
sell a show. Before his July stoppage of
Londoner Gary Corcoran, Williams
personally sold over 1,100 tickets,
bringing in over £50,000.
“I remember saying at the turn of
the century that Joe Calzaghe was
going to be the fighter of the
millennium,” said Warren. “It took a
little while, but then he went on to
become a 15-year overnight sensation!
It’ll be much quicker with Liam. He’s
got the following, a good fan base…
this is the start of us promoting
regularly in Wales again. It’s always
been a joy coming here over the years,
there are very knowledgeable, good
fans. It’s a fabulous place to put on
fights.”
When this edition of Bocsio went to
press, details of the 22 October show
were still being finalised and
Williams’ opponent had not
been announced, but the
fighter in pole position
appeared to be Ahmet
‘Pattycake’ Patterson. The
dangerous Londoner, who
also goes by the moniker
‘Punch Picker’, has won
all 17 of his professional
fights, seven by knockout. The 28-year-old
describes himself as a
‘boxer / model /
dancer / rapper /
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singer / entertainer’, but he’s all
business between the ropes and would
be a real threat to Williams’ unbeaten
16-fight record.
The Welshman has had the classiest
of preparations, having been sparring
with Kell Brook ahead of the unbeaten
world champion’s challenge for
Gennady Golovkin’s middleweight
crown. Williams will, though, have to
improve on his performance against
Corcoran, that fight having turned into
a bad-tempered grudge match.
Williams was dragged into a brawl in
which both men were cut, before a
huge right from the champion in the
11th handed the Londoner the first
defeat of his five-year career.
"That was one of Liam’s worst
performances,” said his trainer Gary
Lockett. “He lets his emotions get to
him." The fighter agreed, saying: "It
was one of my worst performances but
I still knocked him out, I wasn't even
tired. I didn’t feel tired at all in the
fight but I was getting a little bit
carried away. A win is a win, I keep my
belts and it was a good stoppage.”
The defeated Corcoran called for
another chance on his home turf,
saying: “It was an emotional night but
I’ll be back. I want to fight him again
bring him to London and we’ll do it
straightaway. I have respect for him
and he beat me fair enough. He was
the better man on the day but I’ll be
back.”
Williams, though, refused to soften
his attitude towards his rival after a
bitter war of words in the build-up,
saying of a rematch: “That was a poor
performance by me and I’ve knocked
him out, so what does that say? A
rematch is pointless. If there’s
something in it for me then fine, but
why should I give him a rematch?”
Warren acknowledged the
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difficulties Williams faced in the bout
and called on his fighter to improve,
saying: “It was always going to be a
tough, very competitive fight against
Corcoran, who was undefeated and has
done everything right in his
professional career. Liam showed great
heart, we knew it was a very tough
fight but he came through it and his
superiority showed towards the end…
as we all know he’s got a tremendous
punch.
“But this was also about using his
boxing brain. He let his heart rule his
head and didn’t use the good jab that
he has. Liam can box when he needs
to, and if he can focus and get more
discipline he can go all the way, there’s
no doubt. This young man has a big
future ahead of him."
The July show was staged at
Cardiff’s newest boxing arena – Ice
Arena Wales in the bay – and, despite
some teething problems at the venue
and Warren having chosen the
Motorpoint for his next show, the
promoter has not ruled out a return to
the home of the Cardiff Devils ice
hockey team.
“I like the venue,” said Warren.
“There were a few security problems
which we’ll address, there’s no doubt
about that. The only problem [with
the arena] is that you can’t get a
phone signal! It was frustrating, we
also had a promotion on in India on
the same night and we couldn’t stay
in contact with each other. Overall, it
was an excellent show with two
world title fights.”
A highlight of the undercard on 22
October will be a much anticipated
rematch for the European
lightweight title between
Blackwood’s Craig Evans and
Liverpool’s Tom Stalker. The
southpaw pair met twice at the
Manchester Arena last year, in
October and December, and on
each occasion had to make do
with the ‘kissing your sister’
celebration of a draw.
“I thought the first fight I
won clearly, but the second
bout was a lot closer,” said 32year-old Stalker, who went on
to win the European belt
against Antonio Joao Bento
in Liverpool in June. “We
gave the fans value for
money and boxing is a value
for money sport so I think
that’s why there’s a third
fight.”
Evans, who turns 27 in
September, was widely felt
to have won the second
fight and was annoyed
when Stalker got the title
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chance against Bento.
“I probably just lost the first fight
when I took things a bit for granted
and expected to win comfortably,” said
Evans. “But I thought I won the
rematch by at least three rounds and I
now know how to beat him. When I
boxed, rather than went to war, Tom
had no answers.
“I thought it was very unfair that,
after Stalker turned down a decider
with me, he was then given a shot at
the vacant belt and now holds a world
ranking as well as the title. But he’s just
minding it for me.”
Another title fight on the undercard
will be mandatory challenger Shayne
Singleton’s shot at Bradley Skeete’s
British welterweight crown. “I’m fully
motivated,” said Pendle fighter
Singleton. “I think this has come at the

right time for me. Styles make fights
and that’s certainly the case for this
one. He won’t have boxed many
people with my type of movement
before and that, coupled with my
speed, will be key to the fight.
“We’ll probably look to take the jab
away from him, make him miss,
because that’s one of his strengths. I’ll
look to slip him on the inside and the
outside and counter him. He’s got a
longer reach than me so stepping back
and fighting on the back foot isn’t even
an option. I’ve either got to put it on
him or command the centre of the ring.
I think he’s in for a bit of a shock,
really. The only person he’s fought with
a similar style to me was Frankie Gavin
and he lost that fight.”
While the full card has yet to be
announced, it will include two young
Gary Lockett-fighters featured in this
edition of Bocsio, Jay Harris and Alex
Hughes. They will be looking to build
their undefeated records, following
wins on the Cardiff show in July.
“Gary’s got a few good lads there
and they all did good jobs [in July],”
said Warren. “Gary’s a good trainer and
he’s got a good stable of fighters, I
enjoy working with him. We’re going
to see some real stars coming
through behind Liam as
the standard bearer.”

Williams
celebrates his win
over Corcoran
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Can Brook bridge
divide to GGG?
Sean Davies previews a huge bill at the 02, headlined by Kell Brook’s audacious
bid to dethrone middleweight king Gennady Golovkin

K

father sent the proposed deal off the
rails. IBF welterweight champion Brook
told promoter Eddie Hearn that he was
the man to take up the challenge, and
the fight was quickly made. It’s a show
that underlines the current strength of
British boxing and the money to be
made in the UK; Golovkin is one of the
biggest names in US boxing, but the
major champions are looking to the UK
for the real pay days.
Brook, 30, was huge at welterweight
where he was a formidable champion.
He has won all 36 of his fights,
including a daunting 2014 trip
to California to secure the
world title against the feared
Shawn Porter. What the
Sheffield man has struggled
to find is the big fights and
the recognition his talent
deserves, as exemplified by
his long, futile battle to get
Amir Khan to share a ring
with him.
But it’s thoughts of Khan
that have, perhaps, caused
most trepidation when
thinking about this fight. In
May this year, Khan himself
made a surprise step up the
divisions to challenge a
feared middleweight in Saul
‘Canelo’ Alvarez. Despite a
brave performance in Las
Vegas, Khan was stalked for
six rounds before a brutal
knock-out punch left him
prone on the canvas,
emphasising the dangers of
weight disparity. But Brook
believes that his own step up
the weight divisions will
actually work to his benefit.
“I’ve been training like a
wild horse, drinking plenty of
fluids and eating nice meals,”
said ‘Special K’. “I’m flying in
training, punching very hard
and with the speed still there,
Lee Haskins with
I’m very excited about 10
his IBF belt
September. We’ve handled
the strength and conditioning

ell Brook will take one of
the biggest gambles in
boxing when he steps up
two weight divisions to
challenge arguably the most feared
man in the sport, middleweight
champion Gennady Golovkin, at
the 02 Arena in London on 10
September.
The announcement of the bout
shook the boxing world; Golovkin had
been in talks to come to London to
meet Chris Eubank Jr, but difficulties in
dealing with the Brighton man and his

well, the team are seeing a bigger
output from me at the new weight and
I’m feeling fantastic.
“There’s a buzz in the air, this is
what I needed. I wanted the massive
fights and this is the biggest fight in
world boxing for me. It’s given me so
much energy, the camp is buzzing
every day. We’ve been to New York,
London… there’s lots of attention, a lot
of cameras. People know it’s a real,
massive fight, the sort of fight I want
to give to the fans before I retire.
“I want to shock the world – it’s
been done before, I’m ready to do it
again. But I won’t be the one who’s
shocked – I believe in myself as a
champion, I’ll find a way to beat GGG
and take his belts from him. There is an
element of fear – you need that. This
guy can punch like a mule, knowing
that makes my reactions sharp and
keeps my eyes completely on the ball. I
need to be on my game 100% and that
gets the best out of me.”
Kazakhstan warrior Golovkin, 34, is
like Brook undefeated, having won all
35 of his fights, 32 by knock-out.
“I feel great, very comfortable…
there’ll be great fans and it’s a great
promotion,” said Golovkin, who was
also regarded as one of the best
amateurs of all time. “I know my job,
it’s a very hard fight but I’ll come to
London’s 02 ready to put on a show
for the UK fans.
“It was a big surprise when I heard
the bout was to be made against Kell. I
respect him, he’s undefeated, a great
champion, a true champion. His
decision to come up to middleweight
was a big present for me, a big present
for everyone. This is the biggest test
for me, he’s large at the weight – I was
surprised, I’m not the biggest guy and
he’s my size. He’ll be stronger in this
division than at welterweight.”
Chief support on an attractive
undercard at the 02 will be a domestic
world title fight as Bristol’s Lee Haskins
defends his IBF bantamweight title
against a former holder of the belt,
Darlington’s Stuart Hall. The pair have
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met once before in 2012, when Haskins’
victory secured the European title.
“I’m back in the spotlight on a
massive show, which is where I want
to be,” said Hall, 36. “I’m going to bash
the living daylights out of him. I
watched the full 12 rounds of the first
fight the other day and I was
embarrassed. I didn’t do anything, I
hardly threw a punch. I just didn’t turn
up on the night, but Haskins couldn’t
even put a dent in me back then, and
I’m twice the fighter now. I’m better
all-round, I’m hungrier and more
determined.
“It’s a last roll of the dice for me, I’m
climbing back up to the top of the
snakes and ladders and if I hit the
snake there’s no coming back. I’m 36,
not 26, but not only do I reckon I’ll
beat Haskins, I think I can keep hold of
the title as well.”
Tricky southpaw Haskins, 32, made
the first defence of his IBF crown in
Cardiff in May, a wide points decision
over Ivan Morales. The Bristol man’s
record stands up against the best in the
game; he’s lost just once since 2007
and boasts a career record of 33 wins
against three defeats. “I’m ready to get
it on against Hall,” said the champion.
A third world title will be contested
on the undercard, one that will have
Wales’ British flyweight champion
Andrew Selby looking on with interest
as his former Team GB stable-mate
Charlie Edwards challenges John Riel
Casimero for the Filipino’s IBF
flyweight title.
Edwards, 23, was mandatory
challenger for Selby’s British belt and –
when he declined to take up a fight – a
Twitter war of words erupted between
the pair. The Surrey man’s contention
was that the two should meet later in
their careers, when they were more
established and there would be more
money on the table.
Selby claimed the British title in a
Welsh record-breaking five fights and
believes he can win a world title in
2017. Edwards has got his world
chance in just his ninth bout, showing
how quickly careers can move in the
lower weight divisions.
"Many people may think this is too
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early but believe me when I say this,
that IBF world title is coming home
with me," said Edwards, who faces a
tough task against two-weight
champion Casimero, 26. "People
underestimate my engine. Halfway
through the fight, when he's behind, he
will not be catching up. I didn't turn pro
to knock over journeymen. I'm in this
game to take over the lighter weight
divisions. The team behind me at MGM
know I am more than ready for this and
I would like to thank them, Eddie and
Barry Hearn for giving me this chance. I

won't let anybody down."
Nigel Benn’s son Conor will also
feature on the undercard at the 02,
along with an attractive scrap for the
vacant British super-featherweight title
between Martin Ward and Andy
Townend. "This is another outstanding
match-up on an already packed night
of boxing," said promoter Eddie Hearn.
"Martin has done his apprenticeship
and is now ready for the Lonsdale Belt
against a very dangerous Andy
Townend. It's a real 'pick ‘em'
championship fight."

Charlie Edwards,
Facebook
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Crolla ready to complete
dream comeback
Paul Daley previews the huge lightweight clash between Anthony Crolla and Jorge Linares

W

BA lightweight king
Anthony ‘Million Dollar’
Crolla will face WBC
‘Diamond’ champion Jorge
Linares on 24 September at the
Manchester Arena.
A lightweight unification bout is a
million miles away from where
Mancunian Crolla was when he was
told he was lucky to even be alive… an
intervention into the burglary of his
neighbour’s house left him with a
fractured skull, as he chased down the
villains only to be hit on the head by a

concrete slab. A broken ankle only
added to the pain.
Since then his recovery has been
remarkable, unbelievable even, as he
showed an enormous amount of
determination to get his life and career
back on track. His date with destiny
finally came on 21 November, 2015,
when he knocked out Darleys Perez to
capture the WBA title.
The 29-year-old has since made a
defence against Kevin Mitchell's
conqueror, Ismael Barroso, and he now
hopes to follow that up with a win over
another man who bested Mitchell, the
division’s number one, Jorge Linares.

"I'm so excited to have the chance to
unify the division,” said Crolla. “Jorge is
a fantastic fighter and it's another
mountain to climb, but these are the
tests that I thrive on. I've beaten two
great fighters in Perez and Barroso and
I'm confident that I can beat Jorge, too.
"I'm having to pinch myself after
everything that's happened. I'm
fighting the number one fighter in the
division for the WBC 'Diamond', WBA
and the Ring title; it doesn't get any
better than this. I'm very proud and
privileged to be able to bring this fight
to Manchester.”
Crolla knows that the task in hand is
his most dangerous assignment to date,
but having been through the ordeal of
a near-death experience he’s a man
with a new-found confidence in himself
and his abilities.
"Linares is known to fight fans over
here because of his fantastic clash with
Kevin Mitchell, so it seemed a natural
fight to make,” said Crolla. “He’s a
fantastic fighter. Technically, he's
brilliant and I'm a fan of his. Like all
fighters, though, he's got vulnerabilities
and I plan to take advantage of those.
"I know how good Linares is
technically, he's got great feet. I've
watched and admired him for many
years but I won't be overawed when I
get in there. Respect will go out the
window from that first bell. I know
what a tough fight it’ll be, but I'll make
sure I'm in the best possible place to
prove myself as the best lightweight in
the world on the night. I've had a great
opportunity handed to me here and I
plan on taking it.”
Three-weight world champion
Linares is no stranger to these shores,
his win over Mitchell being a fight
that’s fondly looked back on by fight

fans. Since that bout he’s been stripped
of his WBC title due to a fractured right
hand which meant he couldn’t face
Dejan Zlaticanin. He has fought just
once since beating Mitchell in May
2015, a knock-out win over Ivan Cano
last October.
"This is my first unification fight and
a great personal challenge for me and
my career," said Linares. "Last year was
an unbelievable year; I had the
opportunity to fight in England against
Kevin Mitchell in front of a crowd of
passionate fight fans in one of the
greatest fights of my career. This
unification fight is another great
opportunity for me to fight in England
once more, to be in front of a strong
fight fan base.
"Crolla is a very strong contender
and I know with both our passions for
the sport we will deliver an exciting
fight for all the fans in Manchester. I
know that Crolla is coming off a victory
against my fellow Venezuelan, so I’m
coming in with a lot of determination,
pride and hunger for a victory."
Linares is a frequent flyer, having
fought in eight countries, and he’ll
once more head into the lion’s den. But
Crolla believes that the Manchester
fight crowd will deliver something that
will surprise even the experienced
Linares.
"Last time, it was a special
atmosphere but this time we are going
to top that, I really believe that," said
Crolla. "I hope people want to be part
of that atmosphere because I'm very
fortunate the way they come out. This
time will be an even better atmosphere
and hopefully it'll be another
memorable night. Linares has seen a lot
but he won't have experienced
anything like this."
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“THE BEST MAN WILL WIN
AND THE LOSER WILL GO
HOME TO MEXICO”
TRAINER JOE GALLAGHER

Smith dares to dream
against Canelo
Paul Daley looks at whether Liam Smith can make the major step up in class
needed to defeat Mexican legend Saul ‘Canelo’ Alvarez in Texas

W

BO light-middleweight
champion Liam Smith will
face his biggest test to
date on 17 September,
going head-to-head with one of
boxing's best in Saul ‘Canelo’ Alvarez
at Dallas' state of the art AT&T Stadium
in Arlington.
The fight represents a major step up
for Smith who’ll be looking to expand
his fan base across the Atlantic with the
hope of adding a notable name to his
resume, while knowing that he’ll be
coming into the contest a big
underdog, America's media labelling
him a ‘paper champ’.
“I can't take exception to that
because they don't know me very well
over there and I go in as the
underdog,” said the 28-year-old
Liverpudlian. “But they sure will know
me come 17 September.”
Goldenboy's CEO Oscar De La Hoya is
predicting that a sell-out 80,000 crowd
will witness the spectacle, the ticket
sales helped further by the date which
falls on the Saturday of Mexican
Independence weekend.
The Hispanic community will once
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more be out in force to back their man
Alvarez, but Smith was undeterred at
the LA press conference, saying: “I
know this is a step up in class for me
but I’m not intimidated, I’m excited. I
won't do much different in my
preparations, the only way of proving
that I’m ready for this will be to show
people on the night.”
As Smith understands, the step up in
class is, indeed, vast. But trainer-of-theyear Joe Gallagher believes it’s Canelo
who's made the mistake, goading the
red-haired Mexican with a reminder of
his reluctance to engage the world’s
leading middleweight with the words:
“You should have taken your mega
fight against Gennady Golovkin and all
that money.”
There lingers a feeling of
disappointment amongst the boxing
community over the failure to arrange
the Alvarez-Golovkin match, with the
finger of blame being pointed at De La
Hoya and Alvarez. There remains the
feeling that the super-fight will be
arranged for 2017, though Golovkin will
have to get past Kell Brook… and
Alvarez cannot afford to overlook Smith.

“Fighting Liam is a huge error,”
Gallagher told Canelo in front of the
media. “Losing to us will be much
harder for you to take than losing to
GGG, and costlier. This will be a great
fight. The best man will win and the
loser will go home to Mexico.”
Canelo, with a wry smile, replied: “I
don't quite see it like that. We know
that Smith is a very tough opponent
who has thrown a lot of combinations,
has power and a good chin. I will take
him seriously, prepare even harder than
ever before and do my usual work on
fight night.”
Smith will be looking to end the
three-fight winning streak Canelo holds
over English fighters, following victories
over Amir Khan, Ryan Rhodes and
Matthew Hatton.
Waiting in the wings will be WBO
middleweight champion Billy Joe
Saunders. He was due to be the comain event, but opted not to face
Philadephia’s Gabriel Rosado as he
claimed it was a fight that offered no
value. Without an opponent, he awaits
the winner of Canelo v Smith; a
December date has been mooted.
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Is 49 and 0
about to go?
Rocky Marciano retired 60 years ago with his 49-0
unbeaten record intact. But could the most iconic
record in the ledger of boxing history be on the
verge of being surpassed?

L

osing an undefeated record is a
shattering blow to any boxer,
but the very burden of
expectation that comes with the
‘0’ can also weigh heavy around a
fighter’s neck.
Wales’ greatest modern fighter, Joe
Calzaghe, made it further down the
unbeaten route than almost everyone,
but even the ‘Prince of Wales’ felt the
pressure of keeping on the right side of
the judges at the end.
“I told Joe we could get in a few
more fights and easily beat the record,”
remembers Joe’s father and trainer,
Enzo. “But he stared into my eyes and
said ‘I’ve lost my hunger’. Forget being
a father, as a boxing trainer that meant
everything. When he said that to me, I
knew it was done.
“It’s not about the number. Only
seven of Marciano’s fights were for the
world title, Joe had 22 world title fights
before facing Bernard Hopkins and Roy

Floyd Mayweather Jr
(photo by Bryan Horowitz, Flickr)

Jones Jr. The number doesn’t mean
anything… it’s about respect for
yourself.”
Joe’s 46-0 legacy is safe, but at the
end the accumulation of injuries meant
defeat was a much more real
proposition, and a single loss would
undoubtedly have given him a lower
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place in the stratosphere of boxing
greats.
Some might argue that the greatest
record of all is held by strawweight
Ricardo Lopez Nava, who went
unbeaten through 52 fights. But in his
48th bout the Mexican – who later
went up to claim a second world title at
light-flyweight – was held to a draw by
Rosendo Alvarez. It was a decision
that’s pretty much wiped Lopez from
the memory of all but the geekiest of
boxing fans, and draws have also spoilt
the otherwise-perfect ring records of
Laszlo Papp, Terry Marsh and Kim JiWon.
Slipping off the elite ‘undefeated’
list altogether is all-too-easy to achieve.
Indonesia’s Chris John had won 48 and
drawn three, but then suffered defeat
in the last of his 52 fights. Argentina’s
Cesar Rene Cuenca had also gone
undefeated through 48 bouts before
running into Eduard Troyanovsky, who
beat him in each of his next two fights.
Some might argue that, before his
seminal 2004 defeat to Antonio Tarver,
the great Roy Jones Jr deserved to be
recognised as the greatest of all time,
having never been bested in any of his
50 professional fights. But his hopes of
a perfect record had already been
ended in his 34th outing. In the ninth
round of that contest, Jones was on the
point of stopping the game Montell
Griffin. His outclassed opponent sought
refuge from a furious onslaught by
taking a knee, but he was then caught
with a left-right combination that led
to Jones suffering a disqualification
defeat. In the inevitable rematch five
months later, Jones dropped Griffin
within 20 seconds, and stopped him
after just 151 seconds.
Thailand’s Pichit Sitbangprachan (240), Venezuela’s Edwin Valero (27-0),
Romania’s Michael Loewe (28-0) and
Germany’s Sven Ottke (34-0) ended
their careers as world champions with
perfect records, while Namibia’s Harry
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Simon (29-0) also completed his
disrupted career with a 100% record.
Current champions with perfect records
and their eye on the all-time list include
Wanheng Menayothin, Kell Brook,
Gennady Golovkin, Gilberto Ramirez,
Deontay Wilder, Tyson Fury and
Anthony Joshua.
Standing proudly at the top of that
all-time list is the great Marciano, who
reigned as world heavyweight
champion between 1952 and 1956
before retiring with his iconic 49-0
record. That record was, of course,
equalled in 2015 by the now ‘retired’
Floyd Mayweather Jr. But could the
mark be about to be broken?
With his ego and talent, it seems
almost inconceivable that Mayweather
won’t be back to make it a perfect 50.
What’s more, in April, Mayweather
Productions filed for trademarks to TMT
(‘The Money Team’) 50 and TBE (‘The
Best Ever’) 50. The 39-year-old cannot
have too many fights left in him,
though, and his all-time mark may yet
be threatened by WBC flyweight
champion Roman Gonzalez. The 29year-old’s record stands at 45-0, he’s
regarded by many as the best poundfor-pound fighter in the world and the
man known as ‘Chocolatito’ tends to
fight between three and four times a
year; he’s next out against Carlos
Cuadras on 10 September.
So surely Gonzalez is the man
heading for the record books? Well,
boxing history should teach us that
nothing’s a foregone conclusion and a
lot can happen between now and 50
and 0. And, who knows, perhaps Wales’
Andrew Selby will be the man to put
that first defeat against Gonzalez’s
name…
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Sanigar hails success of Welsh strategy
Bruce Pope speaks to trainer and promoter Chris Sanigar about West Country
Boxing’s plans in Wales, as the big- and small-hall shows continue to thrive

W

elsh boxing has rarely
been in such rude health
and fight fans in south
Wales are reaping the
benefits with an increasing number
of shows being laid at their
doorstep. That situation seems set
to continue according to boxing
manager, promoter and trainer
Chris Sanigar, the force behind
Bristol-based West Country Boxing.
Sanigar, whose stable includes Barryborn IBF featherweight champion Lee
Selby and Bristol’s IBF bantamweight
title-holder Lee Haskins, has found
talent and enthusiasm in equal measure
on the west side of the Severn.
“It’s a very simple format you know,
bringing on the Welsh boys, getting
them in learning fights and getting
them to promote themselves and go
on,” said Sanigar. “They could end up
like Lee Selby.”
Sanigar’s roll of promotions in recent
months has seen fans flock to the
Newport Centre, Ice Arena Wales in
Cardiff and Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Centre.
May saw Haskins successfully defend
his title against Ivan Morales at the
3,000-capacity Ice Arena, on a night that
also saw Andrew Selby outpoint Louis
Norman to claim the vacant British
flyweight title in just his fifth
professional fight.
Promoter Frank Warren also wasted
no time in arranging a show at the
newly built Ice Arena, on 16 July.
Sanigar had his own event in Merthyr
the following week and it could have
been anticipated that Warren’s line-up
might have affected ticket sales for the
lower-key show that followed. But
Sanigar believes that there’s such an
appetite for boxing in Wales at the
moment that there’s room for both he
and Warren, with both promoters
enjoying full houses.
“We were on capacity, a thousand
people, I think,” he said. “We have a
business plan and it’s very successful. I
think we had a great show, there were
some very exciting fights and
competitive matches. [I had] no
concerns at all, they were both wellattended shows. They were separate
shows, separate sets of fans. There’s no
rivalry at all [with Warren], we’re both
trying to put on the best of Welsh
boxing. Let’s just hope it’s a case of the
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more shows, the merrier.”
Top of the 13-fight bill in Merthyr
was local favourite Dai Davies, whose
resurgence continued with a points win
against the previously unbeaten
Hungarian Norbert Kalucza.
“I think we’ve had Dai on four times,
got him four wins and we’re trying to
manoeuvre him into a British title
fight,” said Sanigar. “We’ll just keep on
featuring him until he gets his
opportunity… it would be nice if we
could get him into an eliminator series.
It’s possible, it’s entirely probable and
hopefully by Christmas.”
Elsewhere on the card another
Merthyr fighter, Morgan Jones, showed
that he’s a rising force at supermiddleweight by completely outclassing

UPCOMING SANIGAR
SHOWS
30 SEPTEMBER:
NEWPORT CENTRE
8 OCTOBER: TYLORSTOWN
15 OCTOBER: BRISTOL
journeyman Elvis Dube, while Cefn
Fforest’s super-bantamweight Robbie
Turley gave full entertainment in his
points win over Brett Fidoe.
Lightweights Kristian Touze and Gavin
Gwynne made winning professional
debuts in Merthyr, as did Sonny Lee,
fighting at super-welterweight.
Sanigar believes that lower-capacity
venues such as Merthyr and Newport
play a vital part in the development of
his boxers, as well as growing the
sport’s fan base in Wales.
“Without these small shows there
would be no big fights,” said Sanigar.
“The boxers themselves are highly
delighted; they all know the format,
they’ve all seen the likes of Jamie
Arthur, Matthew Edmonds and Lee
Selby, Craig Kennedy – all these come
through and box in championship
fights. They know if they listen to me
and keep winning their fights, I’ll put
the opponents about and they’ll get
their chance to box for a major
championship.”
A case in point is unbeaten Welsh
cruiserweight Craig Kennedy, whose

formative fights included seven outings
in Newport and two in Merthyr before
taking his record to 15-0-0 at the Ice
Arena last May – claiming the vacant IBF
International cruiserweight title against
Joel Tambwe Djeko.
Kennedy is now being groomed for a
British title shot and it’s likely that the
31-year-old will be back in his home city
soon, probably at the Ice Arena or,
perhaps, at the Motorpoint Arena,
which can hold just over 5,000 seated
fans.
“We hope to go there again,” said
Sanigar. “Craig Kennedy is going to be
boxing for the British title and if he can
win that, then probably his first defence
will be in the Ice Arena. We also have
the Motorpoint in Cardiff and
whichever dates are available we’re
happy to go in either.”
As this edition of Bocsio went to
print, the Sanigars were preparing
another Newport show on 30
September, headlined by Mitch
Buckland, followed by a trip to a new
venue on 8 October. With Merthyr
Leisure Centre unavailable, Morgan
Jones will headline at the Rhondda Fach
Sports Centre in the famous fight village
of Tylorstown, once the home of Jimmy
Wilde.

Craig Kennedy in action at the Newport Centre
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Frampton tells Selby
‘I’m in driving seat’
As excitement builds for a Lee Selby v Carl Frampton featherweight unification fight,
it looks like the Welshman will have to wait to travel to Northern Ireland next year

C

arl Frampton’s stunning
seizure of the WBA
featherweight title from Leo
Santa Cruz in New York on 30
July led to immediate talk of a
unification bout against Wales’ IBF
king, Lee Selby. Both fighters are
advised by Al Haymon, the promoters
have good relations and both men
have since spoken about how much
they want the showdown.
But for all the goodwill, mutual
respect and desire to make the fight,
undefeated Belfast-man Frampton, 29,
was keen to make it clear to his
potential opponent that he was in
control when it came to making the
deal.
“I believe that I’m in the driving
seat to determine where it happens
because I sell the tickets,” said the
two-weight world champion. “I think
[Belfast football stadium] Windsor
Park would be ideal for a unification
fight, the Odyssey Arena in Belfast is
too small and there’s no suitable
venue in Wales. A stadium fight
would have to be in spring or early

summer.”
The statement that ‘there’s no
suitable venue in Wales’ obviously
ignores the looming presence of
Cardiff’s Principality Stadium and its
retractable roof, clearly indicating that
Frampton intends the bout to happen
on his home turf and that he doesn’t
see it happening in 2016. A December
rematch with Santa Cruz has been
mentioned as a strong possibility for
‘the Jackal’, something that would
appeal to the American market and to
boxing fans generally, given the
quality and closeness of their first
encounter. Frampton, like Selby and
the other featherweight champions,
seems open to all challenges,
something which is a major
contributing factor in making this one
of the most exciting divisions in
boxing.
“Selby would be a huge fight in
the UK so why not set up a
unification?,” said Frampton. “I
believe he’s pound-for-pound one of
the best fighters in the country, but I
believe I’m much stronger now that

Frampton with his new WBA belt in Belfast
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I’ve moved up to featherweight and
that I’d win that fight. It wouldn’t be
easy but these are the sort of fights I
want.
“[WBC champion] Gary Russell Jr is
a class act, a great fighter, and I’d love
to fight him. I want the bouts that
excite the fans and that one certainly
would. He recently did a job on my
mate Paddy Hyland, Russell’s a very,
very good fighter. But, again, I believe
I have the beating of him.
“[WBO champion] Oscar Valdez is
another great fighter, I remember
seeing him fighting my mate John Joe
Nevin at the Olympics. John Joe won,
but Valdez dropped him with a body
shot in the final round. I was
impressed with him, even back then as
an amateur at London 2012, and I’m
still impressed with him as a
professional. Guys like him are the big
names and big fights that I want.
“A rematch with Scott Quigg won’t
happen at the moment, he seems a bit
desperate. Our first fight wasn’t a
good one for the fans. I won without
getting out of first gear, it was a
boring fight. If he strings a few wins
together with exciting performances it
could happen again, but at the
moment I’ve got bigger fish to fry. I
want bigger names… no disrespect,
but outside Bury no one knows who
he is.”
Selby and his trainer and promoter
Chris Sanigar were ringside at the
Barclays Center for the Santa Cruz
fight, and the IBF king has been
effusive in his praise of Frampton ever
since.
“It was an excellent fight, one of
the best – if not the best – I’ve ever
seen live,” said Selby, 29. “I was
rooting for Carl and he put on a big
display. I was impressed by the whole
fight, but what shocked me was how
he stood in the centre of the ring and
traded with Santa Cruz, beating him
at his own game – I thought he’d
stand off and use his boxing skills.
Instead, they went toe-to-toe and Carl
was the better fighter. I saw him take
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Selby is playing a waiting game
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“I BELIEVE THAT I’M IN
THE DRIVING SEAT TO
DETERMINE WHERE IT
HAPPENS BECAUSE I SELL
THE TICKETS”
CARL FRAMPTON
a couple of shots, but he just banged
his chest and called Santa Cruz on.
What I was thinking of was ways to
counter that, I was watching what
he was doing right and what he was
doing wrong.”
Sanigar was hopeful that a
Frampton fight could be arranged,
saying: “Frampton would be our first
choice after such a good
performance, but hopefully we’ll get
one of those two [Frampton or
Santa Cruz]. We’re very happy to
fight either and maybe Lee’ll wind
up fighting both of them. Whatever
is financially viable, Frampton or
Santa Cruz… the first one that
comes along. Whichever is easiest to
make, we’ll do. Lee is prepared to
travel, no problem.”
Selby rarely mentions plans for
future fights, but the Barry man
appeared both hopeful and realistic

about the possibilities of a Frampton
bout, saying: “I chatted to Carl
before the fight and straight
afterwards, I just congratulated him.
He’s mentioned me a few times,
even in the ring after his win. It
sounds like he wants the fight, I
want the fight, so it shouldn’t be too
difficult to make. The Sanigars don’t
tell me anything until it’s sorted, we
don’t want to build up false hopes
until a date and venue are
confirmed. There’ve been talks
behind the scenes, only time will tell.
“I hope it can happen next for
both of us, it would have to be in
the UK where it’d do great numbers
in the Principality Stadium or an
outdoor arena in Ireland. In Belfast
we’d probably do 40,000. I’d go to
Belfast again, I’ve boxed there
before on a Frampton undercard
when I beat [Belfast fighter] Martin
Lindsay, that was probably one of
my best performances in front of a
hostile crowd. They booed me on my
way to the ring, but it’s a boxing
crowd and on my way out they
cheered me, gave me a standing
ovation.”
In recognising the likelihood that
the fight will have to be made in
Belfast, Selby seems to acknowledge
that he can’t put all his eggs in the
Frampton basket as he will need to
be in action before next spring.
“I want to be fighting around
November time,” he said. “I don’t
want an easy warm-up, I want to be
straight in there with the big fights,
whether that’s a top contender or
another champion. If Quigg moves
up, he could be in line for a fight
against me, Carl or Josh Warrington.
I’ve sparred with Valdez many times,
he’s a very good fighter.”
So, boxing fans will hope that
Frampton v Selby will happen, but
don’t expect to see it before next
year. Pundit and ex-world champion
Barry Jones said: “It’s a fight that
can be made, my only worry is the
money and whether Lee is a big
enough name for a PPV show.”

Rigondeaux in action in Cardiff
Photo courtesy of Karen Priestley
Photography

Selby v
Rigondeaux?
PROMOTER FRANK WARREN
brought pound-for-pound great
Guillermo Rigondeaux to Cardiff in
July, the brilliant Cuban being
arguably the most avoided fighter
in boxing today. Afterwards,
Warren put out a cheeky
suggestion that the unbeaten WBA
super-bantamweight champion
could step up a division and return
to Wales:
“What a great fight it would be
against Lee Selby,” said Warren.
“The fans would turn out to see
that. Whether or not Mr Selby
wants it is another thing.”
The idea was given short shrift
by the Welshman’s promoter, Chris
Sanigar: “No, not at all, not in a
million years,” he said. “Mostly it’s
from an entertainment point of
view, but Rigondeaux isn’t even in
our division. We just want the big
names in our division.”

Pundit predictions on Frampton v Selby
WHILE FRAMPTON V SELBY may be
some way from being made, pundits
and fans are already giving their
predictions on how a unification bout
would pan out. Selby would have
arguably been favourite a few months
ago, but the Belfast man’s performance
against Santa Cruz seems to have
swayed opinion.
“It’s a fight Lee can win, but a hard
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fight, and for me he goes in as the
underdog,” said Barry Jones. Boxing
promoter and Sky pundit Spencer
Fearon said: “I love both guys, but I’d
pick Frampton. There’s something we’re
not getting from Lee… he’s got it, but it
hasn’t come out yet.”
Former boxer Gary Logan backed
Fearon’s comments, saying: “In winning
the title, against Evgeny Gradovic, Lee

looked fantastic because his opponent
was there to be hit, he came at him in
straight lines. Frampton won’t do that,
he’ll ask questions, vary his height and
movement as he did against Santa Cruz.
Lee’s not a puncher at featherweight,
after three rounds he settles down to
go the distance, meaning Carl can
afford to take a chance against Lee. It’s
a superb [potential] fight.”
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Valdez – the rising
threat to Selby
Sean Davies takes a look at the development of yet another major threat in Lee
Selby’s featherweight division, new WBO champion Oscar Valdez

T

he featherweight division is one
of the strongest and deepest in
boxing, boasting the likes of IBF
champion Lee Selby, WBA king
Carl Frampton and the formidable, fastpunching WBC champion, Gary Russell
Jr. Vasyl Lomachenko’s step up to
super-featherweight left the WBO belt
vacant, but that strap was claimed by a
new and formidable champion in July.
The MGM Grand in Las Vegas was
the appropriate stage for rising star
Oscar Valdez to claim his first world
belt… and he did it in some style,
stopping fellow unbeaten prospect
Matias Carlos Rueda inside two rounds.
The 25-year-old from Nogales, Mexico,
was in smooth but devastating form,
dropping his outclassed Argentinian foe
twice with wicked body shots.
"It's a dream I had since I was eight
years old and ever since I started
boxing, I wanted to be a world
champion," said Valdez. "If you work
hard in the gym, you get to accomplish
your dreams. Now I want to fight the
best, whoever it is. I know I am on top
right now and I have the belt, so I
know people are going to call me out
but I am ready for it. Let's do it."
The pedigree he carries with him is
undeniable as the first two-time
Olympian from Mexico – having
competed in Beijing at the age of 17
and again in London in 2012 – and the
first person from his country to win a
medal at the World Championships
(bronze in 2009).
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“VALDEZ IS A GREAT
FIGHTER, GUYS LIKE HIM
ARE THE BIG NAMES AND
BIG FIGHTS THAT I WANT”
CARL FRAMPTON
Valdez turned pro in 2012 and has
won all 20 of his fights since, 18 by
stoppage. All the bouts have taken
place close to his support base, in
Mexico and the south-western states of
the USA. In April this year he crushed
Evgeny Gradovich in four rounds; it
took Selby eight rounds to stop the
Russian in 2015 when the Welshman
claimed the IBF crown.
The Mexican’s progress is starting to
make the boxing world sit up and take
notice. Boxing pundit Spencer Fearon
says: “The guy’s serious and spiteful.
Like all Mexicans he digs to the body.
He’s got good lateral movement and
great footwork.”
Valdez is also on the radar of
Frampton, who said after claiming the
title from another Mexican, Leo Santa
Cruz: “Valdez is a great fighter, I
remember seeing him fighting my mate
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John Joe Nevin at the Olympics. John
Joe won, but Valdez dropped him with
a body shot in the final round. I was
impressed with him, even back then as
an amateur at London 2012, and I’m
still impressed with him as a
professional. He’s a great fighter, guys
like him are the big names and big
fights that I want.”
The very thought of a young, strong
and talented Mexican featherweight
should give anyone in the division a
sense of trepidation, but pundit and
former world champion Glenn McCrory
says: “Valdez’s record demands respect
and there was a time when Britons
used to fear Mexican fighters, but that’s
not the case now.”
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The Mexican greats at
featherweight
As a lower-weight Mexican fighter, Oscar Valdez has a somewhat formidable
heritage to live up to. Leo Santa Cruz and Abner Mares are still very much live
contenders on the current stage, but if we look through history the roll-call of
legendary names is stellar. Here’s our selection of the top six Mexican
featherweights of all time.
VICENTE SALDIVAR
Wicked-punching southpaw Saldivar
was the nemesis of Wales’ Howard
Winstone, the man that the Merthyr
great could never overcome. Saldivar
dethroned Cuban-Mexican Sugar
Ramos to claim the crown, and his
stunning reign included three
victories over Winstone and two wins
over Mitsunori Seki. After taking 21
months out he returned to rule the
division a second time, sealing his
place in the Hall of Fame.

featherweight, highlights included a
trilogy against fellow-Mexican Bobby
Chacon, a two-round stoppage of Jose
Luis Ramirez, and hard-fought defeats
against Alexis Arguello and Eusebio
Pedroza.

Just like Marquez, ‘El Terrible’ has
won world titles in four different
divisions, moving up to
featherweight having ruled at superbantamweight. The Tijuana man had
defeated Barrera at the lighter
weight, but when they clashed at
featherweight Morales tasted defeat
for the first time in 42 bouts. He
bounced back to regain the crown,
though, before moving on up the
divisions.
Marco Antonio Barrera

SALVADOR SANCHEZ
It’s been suggested that if ‘the
Invincible Eagle’ hadn’t died
prematurely at the age of 23 he could
have gone on to be the greatest
featherweight of them all. His twoyear reign saw him inflict the first
defeat on Wilfredo Gomez and stop
future champion Azumah Nelson in
the 15th round of an all-out war. The
Nelson bout would be the champion’s
last as he died in a car crash just two
weeks later.
Ruben Olivares
Photo: Dublin007, Flickr

Juan Manuel Marquez (left)
Photo: Presidencia de la República
Mexicana, Flickr

JUAN MANUEL MARQUEZ
Now operating at welterweight,
Marquez has won seven world titles in
four different weight divisions, the
first of which was at featherweight.
There’s very little missing from
Marquez’s CV, but highlights would
include his epic four fights with
Manny Pacquiao and claiming the
super-featherweight crown from
fellow Mexican Marco Antonio
Barrera.
Erik Morales
Photo:
The_Michael,
Flickr

RUBEN OLIVARES
Renowned as one the greatest
bantamweights of all time, Olivares
was feared for his punching power
and formidable left hook as he moved
his way through the divisions. At
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MARCO ANTONIO BARRERA
The ‘Baby-Faced Assassin’ started his
long professional career at superflyweight at the age of 15 and won
his first world title at superbantamweight five years later. He
stepped up to featherweight to meet
the challenge of Naseem Hamed;
despite going in as the underdog,
Barrera gave ‘the Prince’ a boxing
lesson as he handed him his first loss.
The Mexico City man tasted defeat in
super-fights against Erik Morales and
Pacquiao, before moving up to find
future glory.

ERIK MORALES
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Andrew Selby and his team celebrate winning the British title

Ring-wizard Selby ‘has
no love’ for boxing
He’s been touted as having the ability to be Wales’ greatest boxer of all time, but
Andrew Selby tells Graham Thomas that he has no true passion for the sport

A

ndrew Selby admits that
whatever love he has for
boxing is usually undermined
by a rumbling stomach.
Widely renowned as Wales’ most
dazzling natural boxing talent, Selby is
hungry to reach the top after making
history in May when he became British
flyweight champion in only his fifth
professional fight. That surge was the
quickest to a Lonsdale Belt by any
Welsh fighter, but the younger brother
of IBF featherweight champion Lee has
an awkward relationship with the sport
in which he seems so blessed.
After losing in his opening fight at
the 2014 Commonwealth Games,
whatever fever Selby (5-0) felt for the
fight game left him altogether and he
concedes that even now – tipped by
many to become a world champion in
2017 – it’s a passion that blows hot
and cold.
The upside of his postCommonwealth trough – during which
he refused to come out of his
apartment for a long, dark month – is
that, should he suffer another shock
defeat, it would be easier to handle.
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“It wouldn’t bother me now if I lost
– because I know I’m now doing it for
the money,” says Selby. “Some boxers
love it. I don’t. I don’t mind the training
and I don’t mind the fighting. It’s
mainly just making the weight. I have
to go on eight-week diets and I find
that quite hard. I like to eat and when I
can’t eat I get ratty.”
When he wasn’t doing it for the
money, Selby was a true blue amateur
fighting in the red vest of Wales, for
honour and for pride. But losing in
Glasgow two years ago to Scotland’s
Reece McFadden almost sent him out
of boxing for good.
It’s fashionable these days for
sportsmen and women to talk about
‘journeys’ and ‘being in a dark place’,
but Selby’s literally was a descent into
gloom.
“After the Commonwealth Games, I
just went home from Scotland and
locked myself inside my flat,” he says.
“The Commonwealths were a big
thing. I was expected to win. But there
was so much pressure on me to win a
gold, it just got to me. I just had to
vanish – so I locked myself in my flat for
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a month. I didn’t step outside at all. I
was pretty low, to be honest. But I
managed to get back in love with the
sport again by turning professional. I
trained with professionals in Las Vegas
with my brother and they were very
welcoming.”
Selby insists he has taken only a
passing interest in the Rio Olympics this
summer, a destination and stage he
could have sparkled on, had he not
turned pro. At 27, he knows the time is
ripe for him to make his mark in the
paid ranks even though, having won
the British belt so quickly by beating
Louis Norman, he has found it hard to
find fresh opposition.
As it is, whilst some of his former
Wales and GB teammates have been in
Brazil this summer, Selby is finally
concentrating on his first defence
against Kevin Satchell (16-0), the
former British, Commonwealth and
European champion, currently ranked
number four in the world by the WBO.
“A lot of people have asked me if I
should have waited until after the
Olympics to turn pro and I’ve said no,
I’ve done my past,” he says. “I’ll be
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fighting for the world title next year,
definitely – if I keep winning. I’ve
always wanted to fight Satchell because
he’s one of the top fighters at my
weight. He’s not a big puncher, but he’s
busy. So, he’ll be a different test for me.
It’s definitely a step up for me, because
if I beat him then it puts me at world
level.
“I’m willing to fight anyone.
Everyone seems to be ducking me at the
moment and I’d actually be surprised if
Satchell takes the fight. It wouldn’t
surprise me if they pull him out. We
offered a fight to Charlie Edwards. He
said no. We offered Iain Butcher. He
said no. We offered Jay Harris. He said
no. If Satchell pulls out, then I’ll just
take another route.”
Whatever passage he takes, Selby is
supremely confident of following
brother Lee to a world crown. The
brothers still spar and if Andrew does
require a role model to keep him
focused on the task – and the riches –
ahead, then he will not have to go far.
“Lee becoming world champion has
been a big inspiration for me,” he says.
“It’s not many people who get to train
with a world champion, but we still spar
together and help each other. I help
him with my speed and he helps me get
used to any kind of power. I think he
handles being world champion and
everything that comes with that very
well. He likes the attention more than
me.
“Looking ahead, I think I could get a
shot at the world title within three or
four fights. It would be mad for Barry to
have two world champions.”

“IT WOULDN’T BOTHER ME NOW IF I LOST – BECAUSE I
KNOW I’M NOW DOING IT FOR THE MONEY”
ANDREW SELBY

Andrew Selby with his Lonsdale Belt

Sanigar hopeful Satchell fight can be made
Bruce Pope speaks to trainer and promoter Chris Sanigar about West Country
Boxing’s plans for Andrew Selby

D

espite Andrew Selby’s
uncertainty over whether
mandatory challenger Kevin
Satchell will commit to their
British title fight, the Welshman’s
trainer and promoter, Chris Sanigar,
says that plans are progressing well.
“Everything is good, it’s a massive
fight with Satchell,” said Sanigar, who
won the purse bids for the bout.
“Satchell is rated in all the world
bodies. Hopefully Andrew will be
successful and he will be elevated into
those ratings. From there we can
hopefully box for the European title
and then move on to a world title
eventually.
“The brothers have got totally
different careers: Lee Selby has done it
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the old fashioned way, boxing on the
small-hall shows without a big
amateur pedigree; Andrew is the
opposite having been an Olympian
and he boxed for a title in his fifth
fight. So totally different careers but
both have fabulous ability.”
Satchell recently relinquished his
European title in the quest for world
honours and – if he commits to the
bout – will be a big step up for Selby.
Chris’ brother and co-promoter
Jamie Sanigar is delighted to have
won the purse bids and knows how
important home advantage can be.
"It’s a real test for Andrew and I
think this will bring the best out of
him as we move closer to his dream of
becoming world champion like his

brother Lee,” said Jamie. “We’ll
announce the date and venue of the
fight very soon, it’s due to take place
before the end of November 2016."

Kevin Satchell, Facebook
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Cordina’s golden
dream ended by
‘pro’ Tojibaev
Sean Davies considers Joe Cordina’s disappointing second-round exit at the Rio
Olympics and looks at what’s next for the amateur star

T

he excitement had built all
along the long road to Rio, with
many leading pundits predicting
that Cardiff lightweight Joe
Cordina would return from Brazil as
Wales’ first Olympic boxing gold
medallist. Sadly, it was not to be, and –
while the 24-year-old’s form appeared
flat in each of his two contests – it was
arguably the ‘professional’ controversy
that has engulfed the amateur game
that ultimately ended his dream.
Cordina admitted to a shaky start
after a split-decision win over Charly
Suarez of the Philippines, but said he
was still confident of winning gold.
Next up, in the last 16, was impressive
26-year-old Uzbekistan boxer Hurshid
Tojibaev. He had Olympic experience
stretching back to the 2008 Games and
was the fourth seed; with Cordina
ranked eighth, the confidence with
which many predicted Team GB victory
was rather misplaced.
Perhaps of most significance,
though, was Tojibaev’s ‘professional’
experience. Before Rio, attention had
focused on whether big-name
professionals like Manny Pacquiao
would try to qualify. In the end, just
three relatively low-profile pros made it
to the Games – Amnat Ruenroeng,
Carmine Tommasone and Hassan
N'Dam N'Jikam – and none of the trio
made a significant impact. Tojibaev’s
experience, though was in APB, the
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version of ‘professional’ boxing that has
been backed by AIBA (the International
Boxing Association) since 2012. He is
used to fighting 10 three-minute
rounds in APB, where he has an
excellent record of 6-1, his only defeat
coming against the outstanding Berik
Abdrakhmanov.
Many would say that Team GB
boxers such as Cordina are also
‘professional’, given the level of
support they receive. In the build-up to
Rio, the contention of the Cardiff man
and a variety of experts was that the
speed of such boxers – well-versed in
the demands of fighting for three
rounds of three minutes – would be too
much for any professionals trying to
transition back to the ‘amateur’ sport.
“I spar in a professional gym at St
Joseph’s where I’m in with a world
champion in Lee Selby,” said Cordina
before the Games. “They’re different
sports, the amateur sport is short, sharp
and intense. I’d be more than happy to
draw a professional in Rio. They’re not
used to the three rounds and the pace,
they look to the later rounds and for
stoppages – by the time they wake up
they’ll have lost the fight.”
But in Rio, Cordina seemed wary of
the power and rough-house style of
Tojibaev and – with the judges seeming
to favour professional-style aggression –
he lost 28-28, 29-27, 29-27, despite his
opponent having suffered a point
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deduction. Afterwards, the Welshman
suggested how much he had been hurt
in the bout:
"Even his little jabs, it was surprising
how hard he hit and how much a jab to
the body can slow you down,” said
Cordina. "He's the hardest hitter I've
been in the ring with, but I've got a lot
to take from this experience. I can't
complain, the better man won on the
day. I’m gutted I couldn’t bring a medal
back for everyone who’s supported me,
but setbacks pave the way for major
comebacks… I will be a superstar!!!”
The route Cordina takes as he
attempts to find superstar status is not
yet certain. Before the Games,
promoter Eddie Hearn – who had
backed the Welshman for gold – said
that Cordina was his number-one
target to sign as a professional.
Although his failure to medal in Rio will
have hurt his marketability, that route
is surely still open to Cordina. But the
Cardiff man seems to be leaning
towards staying in the privileged Team
GB podium squad, targeting the
Commonwealth Games on Australia’s
Gold Coast in 2018, then the Tokyo
Olympics in 2020.
“I’m a GB boxer at the end of the
day and I’ll go back and see what we
want to do,” he said after his Rio
defeat. “There’s the Commonwealth
Games and then maybe another
Olympic cycle, who knows.”
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Maccarinelli not out
as he seeks fight 50
Graham Thomas learns from Enzo Maccarinelli that his knock-out loss to Dmytro
Kucher will not be the end of his career, despite the widespread belief that he
had retired from the ring

R

ather like Mark Twain’s
famous premature obituary,
reports of Enzo Maccarinelli’s
retirement appear greatly
exaggerated. Shortly after Big Macc
was gobbled up in one round by a
hungry-looking Dmytro Kucher back
in June, the beaten Swansea
cruiserweight seemed to hang a
closed-for-business sign on his
virtual front door.
Maccarinelli tweeted: “Sorry guys
felt ok in there then got tagged
absolutely devastated I had to end
my career like that.” There was even
a little emoji of a face crying digital
tears of despair.
Few marks for punctuation, sure,
but the sentiment appeared clear.
The old banger – for so long a
courageous constant on the Welsh
boxing scene – would bang no more.
Yet when Bocsio caught up with the
former WBO champion, Maccarinellli
could not have been clearer. There
was no retirement and there won’t
be until he’s had his 50th career
fight. Only then will Big Macc, who
turned 36 in August, allow his career
to be swept away with the burger
wrappers, crushed cartons and cold
fries.
“I never said I was retiring,” he
says. “People saw the Tweet I put out
and thought that was me calling it a
day. But I was saying if that was the
last fight of my career, then I was
sorry it ended the way it did. But
that wasn’t me retiring – that wasn’t
me making the decision. People who
are close to me and people who
really know me, know I wouldn’t
want to go out like that.
“Kucher cracked me on the head
and I just lost my temper for a split
second. My trainer, Gary Lockett, had
told me not to throw any stupid
uppercuts but I got reckless and I
paid for it. If I had looked slow and
old during that fight, then I’d retire –
no question about it. But it wasn’t
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like that at all. I made a mistake and
it’s not one I’d make again.”
So the show will go on, at least for
one more fight in order that the old
warrior – who knocked out the great
Roy Jones Jr in Moscow barely more
than six months ago – can have one
more night of glorious warfare.
“I’d love a rematch with Kucher in
a perfect world,” he says. “But you
don’t always get what you want in
this game. The important thing for
me is to get to 50.”
And if the 50th turned out to be
golden in more ways than one? If
there were flashes of the Maccarinelli
magic that had brought him six wins
in his last seven fights before Kucher,
what then?
“Don’t get me wrong. If someone
offered me number 51, and it was
right for me, then maybe I would
take another,” he says. “But that
would be probably be it. I know I’m
near the end – not because of
anything really wrong with my body.
It’s just that I can’t keep putting my
family through all this. I know I’m a
nightmare to be with when I’m
preparing for a fight.”
When the end does come, be it at
50 or 51, then Maccarinelli is unlikely
to walk away from boxing. He
already spends time at his late father
Mario’s gym in Bonymaen – passing
on advice and tips to the younger
fighters.
“I’ve been doing that since I was
15,” he says. “We’ve got some good
kids coming through and one or two
absolute crackers. I won’t name
them, though, just in case they
become a bit too big-headed.”
Unsurprisingly, the Macc man is
already in demand as a TV pundit as
someone with the knowledge to read
a fight, the bravery to call it, and the
maturity to hold few grudges. The
generosity extends to Nathan
Cleverly, the fellow Welshman who
takes on Juergen Braehmer for the

WBO light-heavyweight title in
Germany on 1 October.
He admits: “I haven’t always seen
eye to eye with Nathan in the past,
but I think he’s got all the tools to do
the job there. German fighters don’t
tend to make many mistakes, but
Braehmer made mistakes against me
when I fought him and that was
when I could only see out of one eye.
Maybe that’s why I was never given a
rematch, so this is certainly a
winnable fight for Nathan.”

Enzo Maccarinelli
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The Rock ages with a

Former world champion Gavin Rees tells Richie Garner ab
boxing and why he has no desire for a rubber match wit

I

t's not a terribly long way to travel to 'The Rock’s Bar'
in Pantside, but when you get there you might not find
former world champion Gavin Rees’ licenced
establishment too easily – it's not exactly well signposted. The impression you get, though, is that when
you’re Gavin Rees, you don't need to advertise… not when
you're something of a local legend.
Well-known in the Pantside area, everybody’s aware of the
Rock’s bar and of what goes on there. Weekends are for partying
– something that the former bad-boy of Welsh boxing is well
known for indulging in – but midweek the function room to the
rear is all about sweat, blood and the occasional bout of tears.
On my arrival the gym to the rear of the bar was thriving with
the sound of ropes slapping the floor and bags being pounded
by youngsters of both sexes, with no little skill.
The large hallway is presided over by a bullish figure who
roams from bag to bag, offering advice to the youths who work
hard and follow his instructions. The Rock still looks fit and teak
tough. A solid, stocky figure at 5ft 4ins, his physique suggests he
has kept busy in his gym despite being retired for over two years.
This is the former Prizefighter, British, European and world
champion who ripped the WBA lightweight title from
Souleymane M’baye in a major upset at the Cardiff International
Arena in 2007. The same man who later went to America to try
to claim another world crown, taking on Adrien Broner in his
own back yard and pushing back a champion who was one of
the world’s most highly regarded fighters at the time. Sadly, a
victory was not to be and he eventually succumbed to Broner’s
undeniable talent in the fifth round when trainer Gary Lockett
decided to call an end to proceedings early, despite Rees gamely
attempting to carry on.
That was not the end for
Rees, though. He thrilled
Cardiff crowds in a doubleheader against Welsh warrior
Gary Buckland that left us
breathless. Each clash went

“NOBODY REALLY SAW THE BEST OF ME, IT BOTHERS ME A
LITTLE… THAT WAS IN NO SMALL WAY DOWN TO MY FAILURE
TO LOOK AFTER MYSELF PROPERLY WHEN I WAS YOUNGER”
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acceptance and regret

bout living the dream after
h Gary Buckland
right to the wire, Buckland claiming a split decision victory in the
first before the rematch – which Rees had vowed would be his last
fight – was won by the Rock, again by split decision.
That was the end of a 16-year career in which he suffered just
four losses in 43 professional contests. Always smiling, when asked if
he missed boxing he paused and his complexion took on a more
somber hue; obviously this is something that still troubles him.
"I still feel that I had a lot left to offer,” says Gavin. “Nobody likes
to admit that they're getting older but my body was failing me. I
wish I could have gone on. No disrespect, but when I look at the
competition, I will always feel that when I was fit I could have done
a job on any of them."
Asked if he would ever consider a comeback, perhaps a rubber
match with former rival Gary Buckland who has recently launched a
comeback, he says:
“Nobody really saw the best of me, it bothers me a little… that
was in no small way down to my failure to look after myself
properly when I was younger. It took its toll on me later in my career
and I suffered as a result. My body started to break down and I
suffered niggling little injuries… my elbow, my thumb.
“I had shooting pains constantly. They weren't terrible but they’d
interfere with my training. If I was able to train and perform to the
best of my ability I’d love to say yes, I’d come back. I’m an honest
man, though, and I know that if I did I wouldn't be doing myself or
the paying fans who came to see me any kind of justice. I was
fortunate to have hooked up with trainer Gary Lockett who was able
to manage my injuries and still get me fit enough to fight at the
highest level.”
Operating a busy gym, bristling with activity, could there be a role
for him as a trainer or manager in the future, as there has been for
Lockett?
“Not at this stage,” he immediately says. “There's a big issue
between the amateur and professional codes within the Welsh
Amateur Boxing Association at the moment and I've got a lot of
promising amateurs here. I wouldn't want to jeopardise their
prospects and, besides, I'm very happy with the success that I'm
having here. I've got a couple of boxers who have just won Welsh
vests at the championships, I want to continue their success. Coming
back is not something I'm even considering at the moment.”
Gavin has been running the bar for a few years now. Asked about
its success and what the future holds, he was relaxed and laid back
in relation to his approach to life after boxing.
"I've got a very good lifestyle here,” he says. “My family have
always been settled in the valleys. Boxing was very good to me and,
unlike some, I retired with a few quid in my pocket. The bar isn't a
gold mine but it keeps my finances ticking over whilst being able to
run the gym, as well as helping me keep in touch with my
community and offer something back. I love it here, what more could
I want?"
The public would certainly love a final match with Buckland, but
seeing Rees so thoroughly comfortable and at ease with his
retirement, who would any of us be to interfere with a man who is
clearly living the dream?
*Any young boxers in the valleys interested in training at Pantside
ABC with Gavin Rees can contact him on 07790-826180
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Guillermo Rigondeaux:
Boxing's most avoided
hits Cardiff
Paul Daley reflects on the Welsh debut of arguably the best pound-for-pound fighter in the world,
the Cuban master Guillermo Rigondeaux

B

ecause of the ignorance of
American promotions / TV
companies in not being able
to market the artistry of a
truly special fighter, in July WBA
super-bantamweight champion
Guillermo Rigondeaux found his
way to the unlikeliest of locations,
the Welsh capital, Cardiff. It was
much to the excitement of the local
boxing community as the enigmatic
Cuban looked to once more pick up
the pieces of his career which has
threatened to derail several times
over the years.
It wasn't supposed to be this way,
and in an ideal world it wouldn't be this
difficult. Rigondeaux, the talented
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fighter coming out of the prestigious
amateur program that was instilled into
him from a young age by the Cuban
regime, was seeking change. Looking
across from the island of Cuba, he
watched lesser fighters reaping the
spoils, witnessing the idealistic
American dream unfold before him,
wanting a taste having taken every
major honour available in his time as an
amateur. He longed to test himself
further in a professional capacity, seeing
the fruits of the labour of men inferior
to himself.
Following his successful defection
promoters were lining up, each taking a
ticket for a chance to sell the dream of
one day becoming the leading figure of
the sport.
Before them they saw a man who
had looked unbeatable in his world and
Olympic campaigns, one of the best
amateurs to ever put on a pair of
boxing gloves. Bob Arum knew it,
flexing his financial muscle in order to
steal a march on the competition.
I suppose we could all be forgiven
for thinking happy ever after.
Rigondeaux possessed the full array
when it came to boxing. He was quick,
held knock-out power in each hand, had
nimble footwork and an impeccable
defence. He was a sure thing to be the
next star of the sport… or so we
thought, for soon the bubble would
burst.
He won the interim WBA title in only
his seventh professional fight in 2010,
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before being matched in just his 12th
with another of Top Rank's best in
Nonito Donaire. A win over Donaire
would surely catapult him into the
stratosphere, right? Wrong, instead it
served as almost the last rites for a
fighter who garnered low attendance
and PPV figures from the box office.
Bob Arum would waste little time or
effort in ditching Rigondeaux...
Rigo was matched with former world
champion Joseph Agbeko. This would
be another nail in the coffin of his time
with Top Rank, once more bringing
criticism; notably from Arum, who gave
his version of the issues:
“Once he hit Agbeko a couple times
it was like that was it, he’d won the
fight,” said Arum. "And nothing
[expletive] happened for the next nine
rounds. It’s very sad, because he’s so
good. I have a problem.
“You can’t really blame the network.
The rating for the James Kirkland v Glen
Tapia fight was almost double
Rigondeaux’s rating. People walked out.
If people don’t want to watch, what do
you expect a network to do? I don’t
care how good we say he is… which he
is.”
It’s because of the difficulty in
finding him a spot on primetime TV that
Rigondeaux, who fought sporadically
over the years thereafter, has now
sought out another promoter in the
form of the newish venture of Rap
mogul Jay Z's Roc Nation Sports to get
his career back on track. He has joined
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the likes of Andre Ward and Miguel
Cotto who have also jumped ship and
joined the financially viable enterprise.
Rigondeaux made his promotional
debut with a victory over Drian
Francisco on the undercard of the
summer blockbuster, Canelo v Cotto,
before talk of Carl Frampton, Scott
Quigg and Leo Santa Cruz emerged. All
the rumours came and went without
ever coming to fruition.
In fact, two-weight world champion
Frampton vacated his title when
Rigondeaux was his mandatory
challenger, instead seeking out a more
lucrative opponent in the form of Santa
Cruz in New York. Rigondeaux was
once more without a dance partner, the
call to arms answered only by a plucky
little Liverpudlian.
The rescheduled contest put on by
Frank Warren's Queensberry Promotions
was part of a packed card at the newly
built Ice Arena Wales, and the Cuban
was given what many believed was a
tricky affair against the once-beaten
James ‘Jazza’ Dickens. In truth, ‘Jazza’
was the only man who would actually
pick up the phone, others believing
Rigondeaux to be too high risk and not
enough reward.
“I would like to show my respect and
gratitude to Dickens for having the
courage to
take this
fight,"
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Rigondeaux told media beforehand.
"Dickens is the only superbantamweight in the world that has the
guts to step in the ring with me, the
rest talk and talk but they don't have
the courage to actually fight."
Dickens came into the contest
confident of providing an upset,
knowing that in order to do so he’d
need a perfect game plan. The Welsh
fight fans took their seats expecting
another masterclass, but were left a
little subdued when the fight lasted just
two rounds. A jarring left-hand missile
landed flush on the jaw of Dickens,
instantly leaving the Liverpudlian with a
golf ball-sized lump on the right side of
his face. The fight was waved off
before the Ice Arena had even had a
chance to heat up, much to the
dissatisfaction of a crowd that wanted
more.
Rigo again baited the champions to
come and test themselves, saying: "I
ripped his jaw out. All those guys that
want their jaws ripped out, I'm here."
Shots fired.
Dickens walked around the ring
following the stoppage with the look of
a man who had won the lottery but lost
the ticket, disconsolate with the
premature end but knowing that there
was no other outcome after suffering
such an injury.
"We all made the call at the end of
the second round, it was sensible,
really," said Dickens. "Paul and Mick

[Stevenson] said they had to pull me
out, that I couldn't go back out like that.
I wanted to think I could get him, but
realistically it wasn't worth it.
"The fight up until that point was
exactly how we anticipated it; we were
thinking it was going to be nip and tuck
for the first half of the fight. It was
going the way we expected and there
was nothing out of place other than
my jaw."
Another display of the surgical-like
precision we have come to expect from
Rigondeaux, a style which has been
perfected throughout his time with the
best coaching in boxing under the
guidance of Cuba's finest. Frank Warren
was genuinely interested in keeping
Rigondeaux fighting in the UK, with a
September date pencilled in.
"Frank Warren said I would be back
here, anybody in the world, 17
September,” said Rigondeaux. “He's
going to put it together, I'm ready and
I'm willing to come back here whoever
it is that wants to step up and has the
guts. I'm the best and the most
complete fighter out there, and people
don't want any part of this. The fans
have to ask for what they want and
you go call those guys and tell them,
‘Hey, Rigo's waiting for you right here,
so stop running, stop hiding."
Rigondeaux strikes a frustrated
figure, a man that isn't appreciated for
the complexity of his style, one who’s
avoided at all costs. A man who risked
it all, throwing the dice in the game of
life, leaving family and friends behind in
order to try and secure a better future…
but coming up short, ultimately left to
contemplate his actions as the prime
years of his career continue to tick away
without his ever receiving the accolades
he deserves.
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‘Bad
News’
ready to
make
headlines

Alex Hughes

Alex ‘Bad News’ Hughes tells Richie Garner he’s ready to ‘make a statement’ at
Cardiff’s Motorpoint Arena on 22 October

I

n Cardiff on 16 July Frank Warren
ran a stacked show at the Ice
Arena topped by Liam Williams
facing off in a nasty grudge
match with Gary Corcoran. It was an
action-packed show with some of
the cream of Welsh talent on
display… including youngster Alex
'Bad News' Hughes, part of the
hugely successful Gary Lockett stable
in Cardiff. It was a clean sweep for
Team Lockett, Maerdy-man Hughes
being the third Lockett fighter to
emerge victorious in what was the
first fight of the night to be televised
live by BoxNation.
Being the baby of the team you
might forgive Hughes for feeling
some pressure on the night. If he
was, though, it certainly didn't show.
Always loose and confident, Hughes
seemed more than up for the
occasion and was well supported on
the evening, a packed Welsh crowd
singing on their fighter.
Hughes faced Alistair Warren, an
experienced campaigner from
Yorkshire, who brought to Cardiff a
respectable record of only 12 losses in
his 25 fights, whilst Hughes boasted
an unbeaten 7-0 (three by stoppage).
It was clear from the outset that
Hughes wanted to impress and he
unloaded with a series of heavy
shots, looking to get his man out
early. Warren, though, would not be
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bent and weathered the storm,
slinging back hooks and uppercuts
that never really had Hughes in
danger, but that gave him pause for
thought.
Ultimately Hughes saw referee
Martin Williams raise his hand after a
war of attrition that left his trainer
Lockett in a reflective mood: "This
kid is a talent, but sometimes he
fights to the level of his opposition,”
he said. “So far, though, he’s ticked
every box he needs to. It's all about
putting him through the gears and I
know that when it's time to step up
he’ll perform."
Hughes was much harder on
himself. Looking back on the eight
rounds that saw ‘Bad News’ victorious
by scores of 80-75, he said: “I was
gutted with the fight. I felt great
going into it, strong and fit, but I
guess it was just one of those nights.”
Although clearly hurt by not being
able to put Warren away for his fans,
it's important to remember that
Hughes is still only 22 years of age
and is still growing. Fortunately he
has a superb team around to assist
him. He recognises this, along with
his physical shortcomings.
"I know I'm young and not as
developed as some of the lads who
are fighting at their physical peak in
this division,” he said. “To help bring
me along quicker I've now brought
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"THIS KID IS A TALENT, BUT
SOMETIMES HE FIGHTS TO
THE LEVEL OF HIS
OPPOSITION”
TRAINER GARY LOCKETT
into the team Dan Forbes, a strength
and conditioning coach. I'm hoping
he can be the key to making me a
more complete fighter.”
Hughes’ humble attitude is part of
what is so endearing about him in a
modern age that’s too often blighted
by under-achieving, underperforming, trash-talking braggarts.
Looking to the future, Hughes will
next be out in the Cardiff Motorpoint
Arena on 22 October, when he hopes
to show the fans what he’s truly
capable of.
"With Gary and the lads in my
corner, along with the additional
strength and fitness that I know Dan
can ensure I bring to the party, I'm
hoping to repay my loyal fans with a
devastating performance,” he said.
“I've got all the right people around
me and a great support. I'll be
fighting back at middleweight and
I’m looking to make a statement.”
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Harris out to follow
father’s title footsteps
Richie Garner speaks to fast-rising prospect Jay Harris, the son of Swansea legend
Peter who’s looking to repeat his last thrilling performance when he fights in
Cardiff on 22 October

I

n a professional career that’s
spanned over three years,
Swansea’s pocket-sized puncher Jay
Harris has found himself somewhat
inactive as a result of having to ply his
trade in what’s quite a small division
(pardon the pun) where matches are
scarce. Despite this, following his latest
and most impressive victory, his march
towards glory seems inevitable.
Aged only 26, Jay comes from a
fighting family and is the son of
Swansea legend Peter Harris, a former
British featherweight champion who
competed on the European stage. The
young super-flyweight demonstrated
his potential from an early age, starting
to box at the age of 12, representing
Wales as an amateur and then turning
professional in 2013.
Everything bar management is done
in-house. His father trains him, his
mother makes sure that he eats right
and Jay brings the excitement come
fight night.
Now ranked number two in Britain
at his weight, an argument could be
made for Harris currently being one of
Wales’ best-kept secrets. His most
recent fight against Ramesh Ahmadi in
Cardiff in July showed the Welsh public
a glimpse of what they’ve been missing.
Ahmadi was previously unbeaten,
putting together a 5-0-1 record before
Harris dismantled him less than a
minute into round three of a scheduled
eight. Ahmadi found himself visiting
the canvas three times in the fight as
Harris asserted his dominance early,
snapping back the head of his
opponent with crisp jabs and counter
right hands.
Every time Ahmadi threw his jab he
was slipped and countered by the
Swansea man who began throwing
straight rights to devastating effect.
Ultimately it was the undoing of
Ahmadi who failed to beat the third
and final count of the fight, instead
laying stretched out in centre ring.
Harris was jubilant in the aftermath,
telling Bocsio: “I don't really feel that
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the fight could have gone much better.
My dad trains me and Gary Lockett
manages me. This was an important
fight for us against a dangerous and
unbeaten opponent.
“We took nothing for granted and
ensured that we researched Ahmadi
prior to the fight. It was glaringly
obvious from his YouTube videos that
he boxed behind a very lazy left [jab]
and we sought to capitalise on that. In
the gym it was all about slipping and
countering with an overhand right. I
had him over a few times but I didn't
rush it. I was patient and it paid off.”
Harris extended his record to 8-0
(five by knock-out) and manager
Lockett was very happy with his
charge’s performance after the fight.
"Jay is making really good progress,”
he said. “I'm really pleased with him
and his father is doing an excellent job
in the gym with him. He'll be out again
at the Motorpoint Arena in Cardiff on
22 October when he’ll face a ranked
opponent over eight rounds. He's
shown what he's capable of and every
time I see him he seems to improve.”
The Swansea man was very
enthusiastic about his next fight
“I can't wait to fight in Cardiff
again,” said Jay. “It was an amazing
occasion at the Ice Arena, hopefully the
atmosphere will be the same at the
Motorpoint. I like to think I'm an
entertaining fighter and my KO record
shows how explosive I can be at the
weight.

Jay Harris

“I BELIEVE I CAN GO ALL
THE WAY”
JAY HARRIS
“We’re still looking for sponsors to
assist us. I believe I can go all the way
and after that performance I'd like to
think my next fight will be live on
BoxNation. Believe me, I can box, I can
fight and I can move, that's what gives
me such great confidence. I know I can
adapt to anybody’s style should the
occasion require it.”
*Anybody interested in sponsoring
Jay can contact him on 07722-797061

Peter Harris, Jay Harris and Gary Lockett
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“I'VE ALWAYS
HAD GREAT
FACILITIES AND
GREAT TRAINING,
THE MISSING PIECE
OF THE PUZZLE IS
NOW IN PLACE”
DALE EVANS

‘Big Boy’ gets his big chance
Richie Garner meets an upbeat Dale ‘Big Boy’ Evans, who’s finally had the right
preparation for a big fight, a British title eliminator against Mike Towell

F

or many years, Dale ‘Big Boy’
Evans has bemoaned the fact
that he’s only given
opportunities to fight at late
notice, leaving him struggling to
make the weight last minute
against opponents who’ve had
weeks to prepare and get in shape.
It might even be suggested that lessthan-scrupulous promoters and
managers have left things until the last
possible moment to tell Evans of an
opportunity in order to give their man
the best possible chance against him.
Certainly, he’s seen as the worst
nightmare of many fighters in a division
packed with talent.
All of these excuses will be
redundant as of 29 September when
Evans faces 'Iron' Mike Towell of
Scotland in the Radisson Blue Hotel,
Glasgow, in a final eliminator for
Bradley Skeete’s British welterweight
title.
Evans’ no-nonsense boxer/puncher
style is one that certainly excites
crowds. Never was this more evident
than against Sam Eggington in their
British and Commonwealth title fight in
October 2015, when Evans seemed to
only ever be one punch away from
victory. Eggington was down in the
second after Evans connected with a
shot that would've felled a horse, but
the Midlands man recovered well and
the Welshman was forced to hold back
for fear of blowing himself out, having
again taken the fight at late notice.
Evans pressed the action for the full
12, pressuring Eggington and pushing
him hard. Again in the 12th round
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Eggington seemed to be gone, but
Evans just didn't have enough in the
tank to find that concussive shot that
would've brought the St Clears fighter
the glory he craves.
Since then Evans, who turns 25 in
September, has been out just once, a
routine but convincing six-round points
victory over the respectable and tough
Ryan Hardy.
After a significant period in boxing
limbo it might finally be the time for
Evans, who has been juggling nine-to10-hour days in a physically demanding
job with the added stress of
professional fighting. The answer to the
prayers of the Welsh fighter came in the
form of sponsors Castle Scaffolding and
Tuf Treads. Both have assisted in
ensuring that Evans is comfortable
enough to be able to commit to an
eight-week training camp without the
demands of a day job. Evans knows
that this really is his shot, his 'Rocky
moment'.
“Things have changed for me,” says
Evans. “Having supportive sponsors has
been instrumental in that, I can't thank
them enough. Other boxers have had
that level of support for a long time,
this is only a recent thing for me and I
intend taking advantage of it and
repaying those who’ve committed their
faith in my ability.
“The difference it's made to me is
incredible. I'm able to put in 100%
during every session; now I hold nothing
back. What people don't appreciate is
the fact that when your body is
punished to the level of a professional
athlete there's got to be a recovery
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period. I've never been able to enjoy
that, but now I'm able to actually rest
and give my body the time it needs after
the type of sessions that a championship
fighter needs to be subjected to in order
to fight at the top levels.”
Evans certainly mixes in good
company as part of the firmly
established Team Lockett gym in
Cardiff, where he’s had quality sparring
for some time with the likes of Kerry
Hope, Liam Williams and Nick Blackwell,
to name but a few.
“I've always had great facilities and
great training, the missing piece of the
puzzle is now in place,” he says. “I'm in
an eight-week training camp, away
from home with my sole focus being on
training and resting, nothing more. I've
even got my diet on track, Ben Scott of
Tastebuddies delivers my caloriecounted nutritious meals. It's incredible
the difference these changes make. The
Dale Evans you’ll see will be a different
Dale Evans. No excuses, I’ll be 100% for
this fight and I can promise the fans one
thing – anybody going to Glasgow on
the 29th will get their money's worth.
It's going to be explosive.”
Evans’ opponent Towell is unbeaten
with an impressive record of 11-0-1,
eight of his victories having come by
way of stoppage, and his promoter Iain
Wilson was prepared to pay to win the
purse bids. But Evans’ power is a force
to be reckoned with, too, and it could
be argued that he’s mixed in a
significantly higher class than the
Dundee man; the Scot might find that
stepping in with the ‘Big Boy’ is a little
too much, too soon.
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Brace continues to
blast up rankings
In his regular feature on women’s boxing, Jack Cox reflects on Ashley Brace’s
latest victory and rounds up the news

O

n 23 July Mayhem hit
Merthyr as Sanigar Events
put on another show in
Wales. The ‘Merthyr
Mayhem’ event at the town’s leisure
centre boasted a card full of local
Welsh fighters, much like their local
Bristol events have talent from
around Bristol. Unlike Bristol, though,
the Welsh show featured a female
boxer, Ebbw Vale’s Ashley Brace.
This was Brace’s fourth professional
fight at bantamweight, the 25-yearold facing Claudia Ferenczi. The
experienced Slovakian made her
debut back in 2009, but with only 11
wins from 71 fights – and just one
victory in her last six contests – she
shouldn’t have been much of a test
for the unbeaten Welsh warrior.
Ferenczi’s lack of skill was obvious
from the outset and the first minute
showed that the 23-year-old would
rely on underhand tactics rather than
boxing knowledge. This was a test for
Brace who had to get used to a
scrappy contest, but that didn’t stop
the bantamweight from showing
what she’s made of.
The fight followed a similar pattern
through all five rounds, Brace easily
winning each round and marking the
face of her opponent. The away
fighter could do nothing but get close
and try to kill the contest by holding
and attempting to use tactics that
shouldn’t be seen in modern-day
boxing.
Brace closed out the contest nearly
two minutes into the fifth round of a
scheduled six, claiming a TKO. “I felt
confident going in and I don’t think
she caused me many problems,” said
Brace. “She was smart and had a
game plan to keep in there.”
Although this was only Brace’s
fourth professional fight, the Ebbw
Vale boxer is used to competitive
bouts through kickboxing, which she
also competes in on a regular basis.
The valleys fighter is looking to
progress her career quickly and hopes
she’ll get the chance to compete again
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in Tylorstown on 8 October. The
question really is who will be willing
to face her, given her ever-improving
power and technique; many
promoters will be wary about putting
their best in the ring with her.
“I’m not planning on holding
back,” said Brace. “I want as many
belts as I can get in as many weight
divisions as possible, but at the end of
the day it’s down to my manager, and
if other fighters want to get in the
ring with me.”
In Swindon Kelly Morgan, who
recently won the WBC Silver
middleweight belt against Lisa Cielas,
is on the lookout for her next fight.
The plan was for her to face current
WBC middleweight champion Kali
Reis, but with talks dragging and a
possible rematch
between Reis and
Maricela Cornejo on the
cards, it looks like the
adopted Swindonian will
have to look elsewhere.
The new opponent is
looking like it could be
current WBC supermiddleweight champion
Nikki Adler. Both camps
have entered
negotiations and
Morgan has stepped up
her training in
anticipation of a bout
that would be a massive
opportunity for the
English boxer.
On the other side of
the pond, a huge
showdown was
scheduled for 21 August
between two
undefeated
featherweights, Heather
‘the Heat’ Hardy (17-0)
and Shelly ‘Shelito’s Way’
Vincent (18-0). One of
the biggest matches to
be made in women’s
boxing should be on as
this edition of Bocsio

goes to the printers, the fight being
broadcast live in the USA. No love will
be lost between the two combatants
who have nearly come to blows
outside the ring; the squared ring will
give them the opportunity to show
who’s really the best.

“I WANT AS MANY BELTS
AS I CAN GET IN AS MANY
WEIGHT DIVISIONS AS
POSSIBLE”
ASHLEY BRACE
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Jack Scarrott’s
Prize Fighters
Author Lawrence Davies tells us about his new book, a key tome in tracing the
history and development of Welsh boxing
What inspired you to write this
book?
Basically a love of boxing, but also the
desire to tell a story that’s never really
been told. The early days of Welsh
boxing have always been shrouded in
mystery, but 20 years ago I started
compiling boxing records and going to
libraries to collect first-hand information
on the contests of Jim Driscoll, Jimmy
Wilde and Freddie Welsh.
I developed a particular interest in the
boxing booths where most Welsh
fighters received their schooling, fighting
multiple times every night against all
challengers for a few coins. The
fairground booths were a gladiator
school, where men often fought
hundreds of times before having any
'professional' record. I then started
researching 'forgotten' fighters like
Shoni Engineer, Dai St John, Redmond
Coleman, Patsy Perkins and William
Samuels.

the fairground boxing booths and bareknuckle mountain fighters 'alive'.
Weaving a story around the shadowy
figure of Jack Scarrott was no easy task, I
needed to confirm his tales
of forgotten champions like
'Dangerous Jack' and 'Yuko
Sako' known as the
'Japanese Strangler'. Then, I

Was this heritage responsible
for the first golden
generation of Welsh boxing?
All of them came from the
boxing booths, 'Peerless' Jim
Driscoll, Jimmy Wilde, Tommy
Farr, Tom Thomas, Percy Jones,
etc. And they received their
Jimmy Wilde
education from the bareknucklers, men like William
Samuels, Patsy Perkins, and so many
others. Without the boxing booths there
would have been no 'golden generation'
this is where they learned their trade
and developed into such gifted boxers.

Tell us about the research that went
into the book…
I've been to newspaper
archives throughout the UK
and newspaper archives in
the US to build up a picture
of the lives of Welsh boxers,
their personalities and their
needed to construct a timeline
contests. I went to Colindale
and work out a logical
newspaper library in
progression for his story while
London, worked off
Dai Dollings
also creating a structure to tell
microfilm and looked for
the stories of flamboyant men like
information in Cardiff, Pontypridd,
William Samuels.
Newport, Swansea, etc. Nothing was
written about the mountain fighters
How did the transition from
when I started research back in 2001.
mountain fighting to booths come
Research requires you find the best
about?
printed accounts you can, check them
Originally bare-knuckle mountain
against other newspapers and try to
fighting was a way of settling scores,
build up a picture. It’s like a massive
particularly in the valleys of south Wales.
jigsaw puzzle, but one where even the
Over time local 'champions' of towns
pieces have been cut up and thrown to
and villages emerged. Many of them
the wind.
didn't rate the booth fighters too highly.
Was there any difference in
They were used to fighting up to 40 or
approach compared to your book
50 rounds on the tops of mountains for
Mountain Fighters?
a jug of beer. Some of the booth fighters
I wanted to write something with a
were scared to meet them, even though
narrative that would bring the world of
in the booths they were fighting
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multiple times a night with 4oz gloves
stuffed with horsehair. These were very
hard men!

Who do you consider the single
greatest fighter from the booths
Without a doubt it’s Jimmy Wilde, even
now I'm in awe of what he achieved, the
size of the men he was prepared to
fight, his astonishing record and his
amazing story. Gene Tunney said he was
the 'greatest fighter I ever saw'. Jim
Driscoll was also the greatest boxer of his
day, and he pulled his shirt off to fight
on the fairgrounds, too.
What's your favourite story from the
book?
Too many to list! Maybe the bareknuckle
battle between William Samuels and
Robert Dunbar. Perhaps the early days of
Jim Driscoll and Jimmy Wilde on Jack
Scarrott's boxing booth. Possibly the
story of 'Tug' Wilson or the hilarious
story of 'Dangerous Jack'. Maybe the
story of Dai Dollings, who was a formerday Enzo Calzaghe, a man who rose to
become one of the greatest boxing
trainers in the world. The story of Jack
Scarrott's boxing booth is one of the
most amazing boxing stories you will
ever read.
*Lawrence Davies’ book, “Jack
Scarrott’s Prize Fighters: Memoirs of a
Welsh Boxing Booth Showman” sells for
£14.99 and you can obtain a copy by
contacting the author at: Peerless Press,
PO Box 4352, Cardiff, CF14 8HS
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Wales
mourns loss
of Dai Dower
Dai Dower with his Lonsdale Belt
Photo from www.facebook.com/Daidower

Sean Davies pays tribute to former
British, Empire and European champion
Dai Dower, who passed away in
August following a stroke

“HE WAS A WELSH LEGEND, GOD REST HIM. HE WAS A FABULOUS BOXER”
FORMER WORLD CHAMPION BARRY JONES

T

he 1 August was a sad day for
boxing, marking the passing of
flyweight great Dai Dower at
the age of 83.
Born in Abercynon in 1933, Dower
would win the British, Empire and
European titles, while his outstanding
skills raised hopes in Wales that he
would be the country’s first world
champion since Jimmy Wilde. He lost
just four of 104 amateur bouts, his final
defeat coming in his last fight in the
unpaid ranks, a controversial loss at the
1952 Helsinki Olympics to Russia’s
bronze medal winner Anatoli Bulakov.
The former coal miner’s skills and
lightning speed served him well as a
young professional, and Dower’s career
was advanced quickly. At the age of 20,
after just 13 fights, he was handed a
testing assignment against 30-year-old
former world champion Terry Allen.
The Welshman came through with
flying colours, stopping his experienced
opponent in two rounds.
Eighteen months later, Dower was
pitched in against South African Jake
Tuli for the Empire flyweight title.
Dower’s speed and sublime straight left
took him to a comfortable victory and
he was congratulated in his dressing
room by Wilde, arguably the greatest
flyweight of them all.
Thousands turned out on the streets
of Abercynon for his homecoming, but
after this success frustrations began to
hit Dower’s career. A world title shot at
Japanese champion Yoshio Shirai was
arranged at Harringay, but the bout
was vetoed by the British Boxing Board
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of Control because Dower was not the
British champion. Instead he had to
fight Eric Marsden for the vacant British
belt, the Welshman claiming a hardfought points win.
It was a busy month for Dower who
married his fiancee Evelyn four days
later, before fighting for the European
crown. The newly wed claimed an easy
win over champion Nazzareno
Giannelli, adding the European belt to
his British and Empire crowns.
Dower was keen to chase his missed
opportunity against Shirai, but the
world champion – the first Japanese
fighter to hold such an honour –
agreed a series of fights with
Argentina’s Olympic champion Pascual
Perez. Meanwhile, Dower’s skills were
starting to slip, his decline accelerated
by a period of National Service in the
army where the unsuitable food saw
him pile on weight.
Poor preparations weakened him
ahead of a European defence against
Young Martin, and the Spaniard’s
brutal body punching almost cut the
champion in two. Dower was put on
the floor 11 times in a humiliating
defeat, although his sense of humour
remained intact. The next day he told
his father: “The side’s all right, but my
bloody knees are killing me!”
Abercynon’s finest returned with a
successful defence of his Empire belt
against Jake Tuli, but the champion was
again sent to the canvas in the fight.
Perez, meanwhile, was on his way to
establishing the credentials that would
see him recognised as an all-time great,

the only blemish on his record being a
draw with Shirai.
Dower was given a shot against the
Argentine, but he had to take a boat to
the champion’s home turf, the bout set
for Buenos Aires. This would be the
Welshman’s first fight outside the UK,
but more troubling were the weight
problems that left him badly weakened
going into the bout. The first world
title challenge made by a British fighter
in South America ended after just two
minutes and 48 seconds as Dower was
stopped in the first round by a huge
right hook.
The Welshman would fight twice
more, but the Perez defeat was
effectively the end of his career. He
retired at the age of 25, having won 34
of his 37 bouts in a five-year career.
Dower’s post-fight life saw him working
as a PE teacher while turning out as a
scrum-half for Bournemouth Rugby
Football Club, and he later became a
sport lecturer at Bournemouth
University. In 1998 he was awarded the
MBE for teaching sport to children. The
champion is survived by his wife,
Evelyn, and two daughters.
In the modern era of multiple
weight divisions and belts Dower would
surely have been a world champion,
and former WBO super-featherweight
king Barry Jones paid tribute to Dower
with the words: “He was a Welsh
legend, god rest him. He was a
fabulous boxer.”
*To see more tributes to Dower, visit
www.facebook.com/Daidower
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Welsh boxers in World
War I: Johnny Basham
As the nation marks the centenary of the Great War, Sean Davies continues his
series looking at the history of the most prominent Welsh boxers of 1914 – 18
with a consideration of the experiences of Johnny Basham.
ohnny Basham is unique
amongst the boxers featured in
this series in that he was serving
in the army before the outbreak
of World War I.
The Newport man had a sluggish,
mixed start to his professional career,
but joining the forces in 1911 helped
him find discipline. His Wrexhambased regiment, the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers, actively encouraged his ring
career, and he built up a large, loyal
following, fighting regularly at the
Liverpool Stadium.
His employer’s patronage

J

never win the world title that his
ability may well have merited.
However, Basham himself believed
that boxing saved his life, saying that
his Lonsdale Belt kept him out of the
front line. In his first defence of the
British title Basham defeated Tom
McCormick – who was killed in action
in France in 1916.
Basham secured the Belt with his
May 1916 win over Eddie Beattie, a
victory which sparked wild
celebrations in Wales. What’s more,
the fighter says that: “My officers told
me that I had done a great thing for

continued after the outbreak of
hostilities on the continent, and in
December 1914 Basham claimed the
British welterweight title with a
stoppage of Johnny Summers at
London’s National Sporting Club.
He continued to fight throughout
the war, picking up the Lonsdale Belt
outright and adding the European
crown to his collection. A March 1915
win over Matt Wells at the London
Opera House was the first time a
promoter had organised a ‘big
spectacular’ since the beginning of the
war.
Despite such successes it seems
certain that the war cost Basham
career opportunities. He never took
his talents to the USA, and would

the Royal Welsh Fusiliers, and for
many a long day after my win over
Eddie Beattie I had what was known
in the army as ‘cushy days’.”
The fighter was, indeed, something
of a celebrity. A barracks sparring
session he took part in with
author/poet Robert Graves was
recalled in the latter’s autobiography
Goodbye to all That.
Basham was later drafted into an
elite corps of army physical training
instructors under captain Bruce Logan.
The so-called ‘famous six’ fighters –
Basham, Jim Driscoll, Jimmy Wilde,
Bombardier Billy Wells, Dick Smith and
Pat O’Keefe – toured Britain, taking
on all-comers in military boxing
booths. The six were eventually split
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up, although Basham and Driscoll
stayed together when they were sent
to France. The two famous fighters
avoided the front line as they were
based in St Pol, the HQ of the
gymnastics staff under Colonel
Campbell.
“There were many other wellknown boxers there,” recalled
Basham. “It was our job to show the
boys the right way to do the physical
jerks (how they blessed us). Time and
time again we would make long
journeys in the night in order to box
an exhibition for some of the boys
who had been wounded and who
preferred seeing Jim and I do our stuff
to taking the ‘number nines’ that the
medical officer used to hand out! At
this gymnastics job I had a fair run
round, Amiens, Arras, Albert,
Poperinghe, etc, etc, were all visited
by Jim and I.”
Driscoll and Basham, both sergeants,
were regularly sent to calm upset in the
ranks, the troops proving ready to listen
to the boxers when MPs could only
enflame the heated situation. The
popularity of the two was recalled by
author and boxer Norman Clark. In his
All in the Game he recalls meeting
them in France where he sparred with
Basham, Clark praising his opponent’s
boxing skills and his jovial character. On
another occasion Basham sparred with
the Prince of Wales, the future King
Edward VIII who was touring the
troops.
Towards the end of the war
Basham returned to Wrexham where,
reportedly, he helped to cure
drunkenness in the ranks – anyone
found in an inebriated state was
ordered to do three rounds with the
British and European champion!
The joy and laughter that Driscoll
and Basham found amidst the horrors
of war-time France seems undeniable,
but the conflict also took its toll. The
boxers had to take on all-comers in
the booths, men of all sizes, weights
and abilities. Many didn’t know how
to pull a punch, and their primary
Issue 13
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motivation was to claim that they had
been able to knock over the great
Basham or Driscoll. There was also a
widely held belief that sparring with
untrained soldiers eroded the skills of
a professional, leading them to lose
precision and sharpness, and pull
punches.
Some suggest that fighting inferior
opponents developed in Basham a

tendency to over-use his right hand
and to neglect his most potent
weapon, his sublime straight left.
Whether or not that’s true, he
remained a formidable foe. In his first
nine fights after the war he claimed
eight wins and a draw, adding the
Commonwealth title to the British and
European crowns.
Then, in June 1920, he ran into Ted

‘Kid’ Lewis. Perhaps the war had
chipped away at Basham’s skills, or
perhaps the ‘Kid’ – regarded by many
as Britain’s greatest ever fighter – was
simply too good. But the Newport
man lost all four of his classic
encounters with Lewis, meaning that
he missed out on the chance of
becoming Wales’ fourth world
champion.

Wales’ first world title fight
The 4 September marks the 70th anniversary of the first world title fight
ever held in Wales, when Swansea’s Ronnie James challenged US-great Ike
Williams at Cardiff’s Ninian Park

R

onnie James was a huge
draw with boxing fans in
the 1940s, but by the time
his title shot arrived he had
already lost his best boxing years to
non-descript bouts during World
War II.
The lightweight had been a big
attraction in his hometown in the
pre-war years, with major bouts at
the Vetch Field and St Helen’s. He
had made his debut at the industrial
horror that was the Mannesmann
Hall, Plasmarl, and he fittingly
fought on that venue’s last bill in
November, 1941, before it became a
Home Guard depot. James served
during the war and was rescued
from Dunkirk with the help of
another leading Welsh boxer, Glen
Moody.
The war-weary Welsh public
were treated to a huge James show
at a bomb-damaged Cardiff Arms
Park in August 1944, when over
30,000 attended to see him face
champion Eric Boon for the British
lightweight title. There was a
somber beginning to proceedings
with a three-minute silence for
Maurice Turnbull, Wales’ first Test
cricketer who had been killed in
action several days before. When
the action got going James was well
in control, dropping Boon eight
times before finally landing the
knock-out blow in the 10th.
After the war, promoter Jack
Solomons thought he could cash in
on James’s enormous popularity as
he nurtured the idea that the
Welshman could have the beating
of the formidable champion, Ike
Williams. The belt-holder, one of the
greatest lightweights of all time,
was enticed to defend his title in
front of 45,000 of James’ fans at
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Ninian Park. Photo: Jon Candy, Flickr

Ninian Park on 4 September, 1946 –
Wales’ first world title fight.
The build-up was encouraging
for the challenger as Williams
complained about conditions in the
ration-starved UK and made
outrageous demands to secure fruit
juices and oranges to help his
preparation.
Solomons’ build-up was even
more problematic as torrential rain
in the fortnight before the bout
threatened to wash out the entire
event.
Williams, whose preparations had
appeared entirely lacklustre, barely
made the weight, having to run
around Ninian Park to lose the final
20oz.
But James hadn’t fought at the
9st 9lbs lightweight limit for two
years and was badly weight-drained
himself, while he was also giving
away 10 years to the 23-year-old
champion.
It was quickly evident that James
had stepped into a different class,
and Williams knocked him down

seven times – more times than the
Welshman had ever been down in
his career. The slaughter was ended
in the ninth, the first time that
James had ever been knocked out.
The honest challenger would
admit that a rematch would have
been pointless, although he felt that
he would have had a better chance
against Williams five or six years
earlier, when James felt he was at
his peak.
James had three more fights, first
travelling to Australia where he
gained a disqualification victory over
Tommy Burns in Sydney Stadium. He
returned to Neath Drill Hall for a win
over Mick Gibbons, setting up a
huge all-Swansea affair against Cliff
Curvis at the Vetch Field. James –
who is reported to have been unwell
in the build-up – was on the canvas
in the third, and his corner threw in
the towel in the seventh round. It
would be his last fight. He emigrated
to Australia where he worked as a
referee and as a masseur for a rugby
league club.
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BOXING SCHEDULE
Bocsio’s Paul Daley presents his schedule for the upcoming
worldwide action in September and October (bouts are
subject to late change).
2 September
Belasco Theater, Los Angeles, CA,
USA (Estrella)

Lee Haskins
Martin Ward
John Casimero

Antonio Gutierrez v
Christian Gonzalez v

Forum, Inglewood, CA, USA (HBO)

Jorge Melendez
Jonathan Corrales

3 September
Phoenix, AZ, USA
Jose Zepeda

v

Emmanuel Taylor

Strike Coliseum, Bacoor, Cavite,
Philippines
McJoe Arroyo

v

Jerwin Ancajas

4 September
Sky Arena, Zama, Kanagawa, Japan
Naoya Inoue

v

v
v

v
v

Sergio Mora
Richard Commey

Roman Gonzalez
Yoshihiro Kamegai

Tachi Palace Hotel, Lemoore, CA, USA
Andy Ruiz Jr
v
Raymundo Beltran v
Danny Valdivia
v

Franklin Lawrence
Tomas Mendez
Gilberto Santos

16 September
EDION Arena, Osaka, Japan
Shinsuke Yamanaka v
Hugo Ruiz
v

Anselmo Moreno
Hozumi Hasegawa

17 September
AT&T Stadium, Arlington, TX, USA
(HBO/ BoxNation)
Saul Alvarez

v

Emmanuel Quartey
Steve Claggett

Liam Smith

Ergo Arena, Gdansk, Poland
Krzysztof Glowacki v

Event Center, Las Vegas, NV, USA
(CBSSN)
Hanzel Martinez v
Emmanuel Robles v

Stuart Hall
Andy Townend
Charlie Edwards

Karoon Jarupianlerd

9 September
Santander Arena, Reading, PA, USA
(Spike)
Daniel Jacobs
Robert Easter Jr

Carlos Cuadras
Jesus Karass

v
v
v

Oleksandr Usyk

24 September
Manchester Arena, Lancashire (Sky)
Anthony Crolla
Isaac Lowe

v
v

Jorge Linares
Tshifhiwa Munyai

Krylia Sovetov, Moscow, Russia
Eduard Troyanovsky

v

Keita Obara

10 September
O2 Arena, Greenwich, London (HBO /
Sky Box)
Gennady Golovkin v
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Festhalle, Frankfurt, Hessen, Germany
(BoxNation)
Marco Huck

v

Ovill McKenzie

StubHub Center, Carson, CA, USA
Donnie Nietes

v

Edgar Sosa
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29 September
Radisson Blue Hotel, Glasgow
Mike Towell

v

Dale Evans

30 September
Event Center, Las Vegas, NV, USA
(CBSSN)
Juan Lopez
John Vera

v
v

Stephon Young
Milorad Zizic

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc

Newport Centre
Mitch Buckland
Nathan Thorley
JJ Evans
Kristian Touze
Wayne Brooks
Sonny Lee
Jonathan O’Kelly
Keiron Harding
Mason Jones
Gavin Gwynne
Pierre Lima
Dean Fortt

1 October
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany
(Sky / SAT 1)
Juergen Braehmer v
Enrico Koelling
v

Nathan Cleverly
Ryno Liebenberg

TBA, USA
Jermall Charlo

v

Julian Williams

3 October
Korakuen Hall, Tokyo, Japan
Jonathan Barros

v

Satoshi Hosono

Tylorstown
Morgan Jones
Robbie Turley
Tony Dixon
Dorian Darch
Ashley Brace
Anthony Trow
Jermaine Asare
Mano Lee
Kyle Jones

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc

15 October
Echo Arena, Liverpool (Sky)
Tony Bellew
Callum Smith
Paul Smith
Stephen Smith
David Price

v
v
v
v
v

BJ Flores
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc

Dolman Hall, Ashton Gate, Bristol
Full line-up tbc, but expected to include:
Ryan Wheeler
v
tbc
Tim Cutler
v
tbc

22 October
Motorpoint Arena, Cardiff
Full line-up tbc, but expected to include:
Liam Williams
v
tbc
Craig Evans
v
Tom Stalker
Bradley Skeete
v
Shayne Singleton
Jay Harris
v
tbc
Alex Hughes
v
tbc

29 October
Manchester, Lancashire (HBO /
BoxNation)
Tyson Fury

v

Wladimir Klitschko

8 October
Harrow Leisure Centre, Harrow,
London (BoxNation)
Liam Walsh
Tom Baker

v
v

Andrey Klimov
Miles Shinkwin

Rhondda Fach Sports Centre,
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Here come
the girls

Our ring-card girl for this edition is the gorgeous Amanda. ‘Amazing,’ we hear you say.
‘Let’s analyse Amanda’s aims and ambitions…’
Q: How long have you been modelling
for?
A: About six months, I've done a few
advertising shoots but not much so it's
all very new. I've really enjoyed what
I’ve done so far and hope to continue.
Q: Are you a fight fan?
A: Yes, I've studied sports and exercise
science at degree level and I’ve spent
some time studying the sport of
boxing. Every aspect really interests
me, from the psychology to the
extreme diets of the fighters.
Q: Who’s your favourite fighter?
A: I really like David Price, I think his
journey from the early setbacks in his
amateur career into his professional

career is really inspiring for fighters. I
hear undefeated heavyweight Adrian
Granat has recently called Price out for
a fight ‒ I’d love to see that happen.
Q: What’s the funniest thing that’s
happened to you at an event?
A: One night I had a lovely bright pink
lipstick which had ended up all over
my teeth… I was smiling all night and
no-one told me!

Q: What’s your favourite way to relax?
A: I live such a busy life, so I really like
to just switch off with a bubbly bath
and a book.
Q: What are your keep-fit secrets?
A: Enjoyment is the key, I’ve always
chosen to take part in exercises I

enjoy, so I've always looked forward
to my work-outs. Group exercises are a
great way to meet socially and get in
that feel-good exercise. I don't obsess
over my diet but I make sure I eat
well, which does include a guilty
chocolate Sunday!
Q: What’s your motto in life?
A: Always be a first-rate version of
yourself instead of a second-rate
version of somebody else.
Q: How do you feel about representing
Boxing Bocsio?
A: I'm really excited about the
magazine, everyone I've met from the
team is really lovely with a clear
passion for boxing.

Seconds out for issue 14!

The countdown is already on for
edition 14 of your favourite
magazine. Get your head clear,
focus and think about it… you
know you don’t want to miss
out!
We’ve made it easy for you to
get a copy hot off the press. You
can either:
• Pay a standing order of £2.50 a month OR
• Make a one-off annual payment of £28
For every subscription we receive we make
an annual donation to the Welsh
ex-Boxers Association

NEXT ISSUES ON SALE FROM
27 October, 2016 (November/December edition)
22 December, 2016 (January/February edition)
23 February, 2017 (March/April edition)

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE:

Just go to www.bocsiomagazine.co.uk –
it’s easy to pay or to download the standing order form

RANKINGS

by PAUL DALEY

WELSH
BOXING
RANKINGS
Bocsio’s Paul Daley gives
his take on the top Welsh
fighters in each weight
division, and on the overall
Welsh pound-for-pound list

POUND-FORPOUND TOP 10

1. Lee Selby
2. Nathan
Cleverly
3. Enzo Maccarinelli
4. Liam Williams
5. Craig Kennedy
6. Andrew Selby
7. Kerry Hope
8. Tom Doran
9. Chris Jenkins
10. Mitch
Buckland

What do you think of Paul’s Welsh
boxing rankings?
To give your thoughts, go to
@boxing_bocsio or
facebook.com/Bocsio
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Name
HEAVYWEIGHT
Dorian Darch
Andy Jones
Darren Morgan
CRUISERWEIGHT
Enzo Maccarinelli
Craig Kennedy
Danni Griffiths
LIGHT-HEAVYWEIGHT
Nathan Cleverly
Morgan Jones
Nathan Thorley
SUPER-MIDDLEWEIGHT
Tobias Webb
Alex Hughes
MIDDLEWEIGHT
Tom Doran
Kerry Hope
Chris Ware
LIGHT-MIDDLEWEIGHT
Liam Williams
Bradley Pryce
Barrie Jones
WELTERWEIGHT
Dale Evans
Kyle Jones
Adam Goldsmith
LIGHT-WELTERWEIGHT
Chris Jenkins
Mitch Buckland
Romeo Romaeo
LIGHTWEIGHT
Craig Evans
Craig Woodruff
SUPER-FEATHERWEIGHT
Mark Evans
FEATHERWEIGHT
Lee Selby
Dai Davies
SUPER-BANTAMWEIGHT
Robbie Turley
Paul Economides
BANTAMWEIGHT
Kyle King
Robbie Forster
SUPER-FLYWEIGHT
Najah Ali
Jay Harris
FLYWEIGHT
Andrew Selby
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Record

Residence

12 - 4 - 0
3- 0- 0
8- 5-0

Aberdare
Mynydd Isa
Swansea

41 - 8 - 0
15 - 0 - 0
7- 1- 0

Swansea
Cardiff
Nantymoel

29 - 3 - 0
8- 0- 0
5- 0-0

Cefn Fforest
Aberdare
Cardiff

16 - 5 - 1
8- 0-0

Swansea
Maerdy

17 - 1 - 0
23 - 8 - 0
6- 1-0

Connahs Quay
Merthyr Tydfil
Swansea

15 - 0 - 1
37 -20 - 0
22 -10 - 0

Clydach Vale
Newbridge
Tylorstown

11 - 3 - 2
6- 0- 0
3- 0- 1

St Clears
Pontypridd
Newport

16 - 1 - 1
11 - 0 - 0
10 - 0 - 0

Garnant
Cardiff
Cardiff

15 - 1 - 2
5- 4- 0

Blackwood
Newport

11 - 3 - 2

Holyhead

23 - 1 - 0
14 -24 - 2

Barry
Merthyr Tydfil

17 - 6 - 0
18 - 5 - 0

Cefn Fforest
Connahs Quay

4- 3- 0
0- 3- 0

Cardiff
Caerphilly

5- 4- 1
8- 0-0

Clydach Vale
Swansea

5- 0-0

Barry
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Boxing in the community
heart of Newport
Andrew Collingbourne visits Alway and Ringland ABC, learning about the great
community work being done at the club and the challenges facing its custodians
"THE FIGHT IS WON or lost far away from witnesses behind
the lines, in the gym and out there on the road, long before I
dance under those lights."
The quote from Muhammad Ali encapsulates the
importance of the gym for the boxer, whether amateur or
professional. I recently travelled to the outskirts of Newport to
visit the Alway and Ringland Amateur Boxing Club
to view grassroots boxing.
The entrance to the club has a sign pinned to
the wall: "This gym is dedicated to the memory of
David ‘Bomber’ Pearce, former undefeated
heavyweight champion of Great Britain." A nice
touch to recognise a true warrior and an
inspiration to the aspiring boxers.
Carl Samuels and Clay
Inside, the club is divided in two sections, a gym
Gibbons
Mariah, Shian and Chaise Price
with benches and weights and general equipment,
and the main area where the heavy bags dangle from the
ceiling, surrounding the boxing ring. The club has an authentic
pugilistic feel with pulsating music in the background, grunts
and groans as the heavy bags are pounded and, to top it all
off, that special smell of sweat that only hard graft produces.
Overseeing and running it all are the two stalwarts of the
club, trainer Carl Samuels and club secretary Gerald Walters.
Previously the club was run successfully by ex-British
featherweight champion Steve ‘Sammy’ Sims, but he’s now
passed the baton to Carl, who’s appreciative of the legacy he’s
inherited. The building housing the club is in need of work,
though, with Gerald actively seeking sponsors and funding.
As a youngster, Carl accepts he had a ‘chequered past’, but
boxing provided redemption. He wants the club to offer boys
and girls of all ages the chance to get fit, learn self-discipline,
self-control and how to take pride in themselves; useful
characteristics to underpin the journey into adulthood.
"My goal is to get children off the street, away from the
Xbox and McDonald’s, and to help them lead a healthier
lifestyle," says Carl.
The cost of attending the club is a very modest £2 a session.
The structure adopted is to commence with fitness work at
5pm for an hour then, from 6pm, pad work and sparring. I
spoke to a group punching the heavy bags, three members of
a travelling family with boxing in their blood; Shian Price, 14,
Chaise Price, 16, and Mariah Price, 13. The two girls hope to
have their first amateur contests before Christmas while their
Clinical negligence can damage your
brother, Chaise, has had five fights to date, winning four.
I asked Carl to give me the names of two boxers at the club
we should look out for in the future and he introduced me to
Clay Gibbons, who will be 15 in September, has one fight
WE’LL USE OURS TO HELP YOU THROUGH
under his belt and is already built like a barn door. He will box
in the 105kg class. The other boxer Carl mentioned was Kaci
T: 01633 262 848 ch-law.co.uk
Joseph, 14, who he described as ‘very talented’.
For Carl and Gerald, though, it's not about individuals. It’s
about the collective spirit of the club, personified by boys and
Registration Number: OC353053. Authorised and Regulated by the Solicitors
Regulation Authority. Registration Number: 534302
girls of all ages and abilities being helped to get fit and learn
the noble art.

heart, body and soul
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Photos by Sophie Merlo

No boundaries, no segregation,
no judgement and, especially,
no assumptions
Sophie Merlo speaks to adaptive athlete Gina ‘Triple G' Hopkins about her
inspirational journey from a wheelchair to the world of martial arts

B

ristolian Gina Hopkins is 31 years
old and is an adaptive athlete.
Some may recognise her name
and face from last year's
Channel 4 show Disabled Fight Club.
Others from her three gold medals and
several bronzes.
At the age of 10, Gina developed
dystonia, a neuromuscular disease that
causes signalling problems and spasms.
She was in a wheelchair from the age of
11. When she was 15, she was offered
what was then a pioneering operation
known as Deep Brain Stimulation; a
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promising procedure that was yet to be
fully tested and that carried unknown
side effects and risks. Determined to be
as fit as possible for her operation, Gina
got into martial arts.
“My life was literally on the line,” says
Gina. “I already had an interest in
kickboxing and thought ‘what better
way to get fit’?”
The operation got her out of a
wheelchair, but she still has physical
limits which she has to adapt round. Her
biggest obstacle is her speech, and she
uses electronic devices to help her
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communicate.
“People say they learn more from
me... because they see how I adapt the
sport to my body,” she says. “In the US,
double amputees compete in combat
sports. There's stigma, but for no good
reason… just because you're disabled
doesn’t mean you can't fight. There
should be no boundaries, no
segregation, no judgement and,
especially, no assumptions.”
Although Gina started with
kickboxing, she progressed to
powerlifting, MMA and, now, Brazilian
Jiu Jitsu, which she says she's doing as a
statement until the disabled are
integrated into ‘normal’ competitions.
Over the years she's had to ‘rebuild’ her
body three times, adapting to physical
problems each time in different ways.
After a back injury, she had to leave
powerlifting. After a botched operation
on her toes caused problems with
balance, she could no longer kickbox so
had to adapt the way she fought yet
again. It seems that whatever life throws
at her, she finds a way to adapt and still
participate in her beloved martial arts.
Sport for Gina is a lifestyle, not a
hobby. She lives in the gym and has just
completed a masters in sports science at
Cardiff Metropolitan University, building
on her BSc in conditioning and coaching
from UWE in Bristol. On top of this she
has a diploma in sports performance and
excellence.
“I’d love to do a PhD at some stage,
but it's not right at this time,” she says.
“I'm starting a Bath-based community
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interest company called Adaptive Martial
Arts. I don't know how life would be
without the support I get from the
martial arts community, I want to pass
this support onto others with physical
limitations.”
Hopkins plans to be there for the first
phase of people's progress into the sport,
giving those who wouldn’t otherwise
have the contacts or confidence to
pursue exercise and martial arts.
“I want to show them you can do it,”
she says. “Try it. Have a go. It's good for
confidence and self defence.”
Adaptive Martial Arts will cover MMA,
boxing, Muai Thai, wrestling and
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, with a special dojo
with adaptions. Seminars will be held
around the country and the plan is to
hold international competitions.
Paperwork is being worked on, and Gina
plans to start properly this autumn.
BLESMA, the limbless veterans’ charity, is
helping to promote the business.
“It’ll be a full-time project,” she says.
“There are a few Facebook groups but
few people actually engaging. There's
loads of support but nobody doing it.
With my medals, qualifications and titles,
it's time to put my money where my
mouth is.”
From the time I spent with her at her
club – Gracie Barra in Bath – I saw how

strong-willed and determined Gina is. A
force to be reckoned with. If anyone can
do it, Gina will. Warm, and inspiring,
she’s also full of laughter. This is not
someone who wallows.
At her club, I see how she's treated –
as an equal, ‘one of the lads’. I ask her
how she was treated when she first
arrived.
“People when they first meet me are
wary of hurting me,” she says. “But they
soon realise I bounce and will hurt them
more than they can hurt me. They can't
choke me because my neck, because of
my disability, is so thick! I take people to
the ground, strike, choke or make them
submit… they don't see it coming!”

National Fitness Award and in 2016 for
the Fighting Spirit Award by Warriors
Assemble.
Though Gina has competed in
disabled competitions, she's eager to see
the disabled integrated into ‘normal’
competitions and is keen to start
competing within these to break down
the barriers. It's hoped her Adaptive
Martial Arts will help towards this.
*Gina would be grateful for any
support/advertising for her project. She
can be contacted via Facebook or her
website

Gina's awards include:
2015 NoGi (Gold) Champion in the
Grappler's Heart competition held in
New York. She got a bronze in Absolute.
She was the only woman in the
competition so this is particularly
impressive.
2016 NoGi (Gold) Champion in
Grappler's Heart held in California. She
got a bronze in Absolute, plus Gi Gold
title and bronze in Absolute in Gi. There
was one other woman there this year.
“Only two men in the world can beat
me!” boasts Gina.
In 2015, Gina was shortlisted for the

BOXING BOCSIO CROSSWORD
UFC Legends

ACROSS
1 The Natural. Oldest fighter ever
to win the UFC title, beating Tim
Sylvia when he was 43! Three-time
heavyweight champion, now in the
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movies.
6 Founder of the Lions Den Gym, he
was the first ever UFC Superfight
Champion beating 2 down at UFC 6
7 Hawaiian from Hilo; The Prodigy.

BJJ black belt he was recognised
after his performances in the Jiu
Jitsu Worlds. He was
undefeated at lightweight for
eight years, moving up weights
right up to heavyweight!
9 First UFC lightweight
champion & first man to defeat
7 across.
11 'The Axe Murderer' unbeaten 2000-2004 he
dominated UFC AND Pride
beating Rampage Jackson
twice.
12 A son of Helio, possibly the
most famous family in MMA.
Inductee of the Legends of
MMA Hall of Fame in 2014.
Fought in Vale Tudo from 1994
& Pride from 1997.
13 Perhaps the greatest
welterweight in UFC history.
Made a UFC hall of famer in
2010, often referred to as 'The
Gracie Killer.'
14 UFC middleweight champ
who fought Anderson Silva,
Dan Henderson, Vitor Belfort &
Forrest Griffin amongst others,
conquering Chuck Liddell in
UFC 115!

DOWN
2 Former pro wrestler. Hall of
Famer. Winner of UFC 5 who
retired with an MMA record of
101-19-7!
3 Suga. Winner of TUF season 2,
coach in TUF 10, he conquered
Chuck Liddell with a vicious KO
in 2008 to win the UFC lightheavy title.
4 Dutch former UFC hall of
famer, heavyweight champion
who finished his career with a
22 fight unbeaten streak
including beating brother of 6
across.
5 His real name is David but
you'll recognise this well known
biker looking brawler by his
monicker. He loved a fight in a
bar as much as the cage!
8 Jose, still active former UFC
featherweight champion who
defended the title four times
during a 14 fight win streak!
10 Two time UFC champion. He
shattered a femur in a
motorcycle accident in 2004 just
months after winning the UFC
heavyweight title from Tim
Sylvia.

See www.bocsiomagazine.co.uk for the answers
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KICKBOXING & K1 - ADULTS
MONDAY

Kids
Adult Beginners

6-7pm
7-8pm

TUESDAY

Fighting Class

6-7pm

WEDNESDAY

White Collar Boxing 6-7pm

THURSDAY

Kids
6-7pm
Adults
7-8pm
(beginners welcome)

FRIDAY

Kids contact
Adults Pad Class

6-7pm
7-8pm

SATURDAY

Kids Class

1-2pm

CALL US ON 02920 481 740, DENZIL 07932 253849
Weekdays 7am to 10pm Saturday 9am to 4pm Sunday 10am to 4pm
Ultimate Fitness Centre, Penlline St, Cardiff, South Glamorgan CF24 3BD

www.ultimatefitnesscentrecardiff.co.uk

FEATURE

New champ Marshman
ready to put the
hammer down
David Owen speaks to new Cage Warriors middleweight world champion Jack
Marshman about his title win and the huge career opportunities that now beckon
‘AND THE NEW Cage Warriors
middleweight world champion’
were the words Jack ‘the Hammer’
Marshman had longed to hear
since the day he set foot in Tillery
Combat 10 years ago.
On 8 July the dream became a
reality when he knocked out France’s
Christopher Jacquelin with two
seconds of the first round to spare.
A failed championship bid at the
tender age of 21 was long forgotten
as a lifetime’s work all came together,
the serving paratrooper – who fought
in the war in Afghanistan in 2010 –
capturing the title he had chased for
so long.
“It’s been amazing, unbelievable,”
said Jack. “It’s made all the years of
hard work that myself and the team
have put in worth it. My main thank
you goes to my coach Richard Shore.
He took me under his wing almost 11
years ago and his support has never
wavered, he’s helped me through the
ups and downs and now we’re finally
reaping the rewards. It’s given me
even more confidence that I’m ready
for the next step.”
Marshman showed fantastic
takedown defence and great
composure when under pressure, and
managed to keep the fight standing,
where he’s most comfortable. The
Welshman’s power then showed
through as – with one of his first
clean shots – he wiped Jacquelin out,
enabling him to leave the Camden
Centre in London with the gold…
much to the delight of his hordes of
travelling fans.
“I’ve always had great support but
since the win it’s blown me away,” he
said. “The support on the night was
some of the best I’ve ever had. I’ve
literally had thousands of messages,
I’m so grateful for them all.”
Jack follows in the footsteps of
fellow Welsh fighters Brett Johns and
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another middleweight BAMMA world
champion John Phillips in winning
world straps. Phillips wasted no time
in calling Marshman out for an allWelsh super fight.
“It's no secret that me and Jack are
both trying to get onto the big shows
[UFC],” said Phillips. “We're both
champions in our own rights, both
Welsh, both middleweights, both
world champions, Bamma champions
and Cage Warriors champions.
“I think it makes sense that we
fight, we owe it to the Welsh public
to fight each other. I honestly think
that whoever wins will sail on
through to UFC. I think inevitably
we'll both get onto the big shows in
time… just think how good that will
be for Welsh MMA. But, for now, I
think it's you or me Jack, pal.
“This isn’t a direct stab at Jack, I've
got nothing but respect for him and
his team. Whoever won the Cage
Warriors belt I was going to call out,
champion v champion.”
The potential match-up has fight
fans salivating, with calls for it to be
on the upcoming UFC Manchester
card. It’s definitely a bout that’s
caught Marshman’s attention.
“There’s a long queue forming at
the moment,” he laughed. “I like John
and he was very respectful in the way
he went about calling me out… I
agree that it’s an obvious fight to
make. But I know that John has two
fights coming up in September and I
have one in the pipeline. If we both
come through then I can’t see why
not. We’re both top-level fighters and
it’d be great on a UFC card, but let’s
see what happens in the near future.”
The prospects are, indeed, endless.
The recent Cage Warriors shows have
been on UFC Fight Pass and the
franchise has now signed a deal with
BT Sport for coverage, meaning that
Marshman will get more exposure

than he ever dreamed of.
With the former Cage Warriors
middleweight champion Jack
Hermansson now signed with the
UFC, the pathway to the big time for
Marshman is clearly laid out. There’s
no doubt that he’s well and truly on
his way.

Jack Marshman
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NEWS

Wayne Samways in Las Vegas

MMA news round-up
David Owen presents his regular overview of the vibrant MMA scene in Wales
John Phillips back in
action
The ‘white Mike Tyson’ – BAMMA
middleweight champion John Phillips
– is back in action, defending his belt
for the first time on 10 September in
his newly adopted home country of
Ireland.
He’ll be up against tough
opposition in Andy Devent, but SGB
Ireland-man Phillips will be hoping it’s
the first of many defences as he once
again looks to impress the masses on
the big stage.
If all goes to plan, Phillips will then
be fighting 14 days later in his
hometown of Swansea on the Budo
16 show, where he’s due to face
Brazilian Otavio Javali in a bout that
has the potential to take the roof off
the LC2 in Swansea.
Tickets for Phillips’ homecoming
show are going fast, so if you want
to see one of the hardest hitters in
the game get down to Swansea on 24
September.

Cage Warriors Wales
returns
After putting on one of the most
impressive shows to ever grace Wales
back in June, Cage Warriors Wales are
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back in Newport on 15 October… and
it’s looking like another cracker.
Twelve amateur bouts and 12
professional MMA bouts are already
lined up, with the likes of Jack Shore
and Lew Long confirmed. New Cage
Warriors middleweight king Jack
Marshman is also likely to feature in
what is set to be a memorable night
for Welsh MMA.
The Cage Warriors shows were
already being streamed around the
world to millions on UFC Fight Pass,
but they’ve now also struck a deal
with BT Sport to have all their shows
broadcast live in the UK.

Wayne Samways
fails in Vegas IMMAF
bid
Welsh MMA fighter Wayne Samways
fell short in his bid to win the IMMAF
championships last month in Las
Vegas.
Samways was chosen to represent
Great Britain in the amateur world
championships and he part-funded
the trip himself, such was his desire
to compete against the best in the
world.
Unfortunately, Samways was on
the tough side of the draw and pulled
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eventual gold medallist, Swede Irman
Smajic.
Welsh MC Ricky Wright was out
there working on the event and he
described Smajic as a mountain of a
man. The mass proved too much for
Samways, but the experience of
competing in Vegas in fight week can
only help the Rhondda man with his
future ambitions, and we’ll look
forward to seeing what the future
holds for this talented fighter.

Planning underway
for Mike Saint
tribute show
Adrenalin Fight Night supremo James
Wallis is well on track with his
planned show in memory of his close
friend and MMA fighter Mike Saint,
who tragically passed away earlier
this year.
Wallis has chosen 1 October as the
date for the show that will take place
at Hengwrt Barn.
The show will be called Adrenalin
360 in honour of Saint, who was
known for his spinning kicks, and will
showcase MMA, kickboxing and
boxing contests. Bocsio will keep you
up to date with any further
developments.
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Budo Wales ready for launch
David Owen speaks to fighter-turned-promoter Dino Gambatesa ahead of an
exciting first show for Budo Wales, at Swansea’s LC2 on 24 September

B

udo Fighting Championships recently acquired the
services of former Cage Warriors bantamweight
Dino Gambatesa to spearhead the newly formed
Budo Wales. Gambatesa was running UFP with Dan
James, but Budo chief Chris Clarke was so impressed with
his efforts in the first UFP show that he poached the 31year-old, who is excited by what the future has in store.
“It all happened when Chris Clarke attended the
UFP show I was putting on in Neath in April,” said
Gambatesa. “He was really impressed with how
well the show went and the atmosphere there, and
asked me to come on board with Budo Wales.
“It’s been a great move for myself. I can’t
compete in MMA anymore but I still wanted to be
involved in the sport in some capacity so that’s why
I started promoting shows. To be involved with
Budo this soon is fantastic.”
Budo Wales has its first show pencilled in for 24
September at the LC2 in Swansea… and what a
show they have planned, a real barnstormer of a
card. Headlining are Jordan ‘the Rhino’ James and
Dave ‘One More’ Round, who compete for the new
Budo Wales welterweight strap in what should be a
cracking contest.
On the stacked card is current BAMMA world
middleweight champion John Phillips. Fighting in
his home town for the first time since 2007, he’s
sure to bring in the crowds. Also featured is a fourman MMA tournament, plus a four-man cage
boxing tournament. This could turn into one of the
shows of the year.
To be able to line up such a card so early in his
promoting career speaks volumes for Gambatesa.
The contacts and respect he built up from his days
fighting all over the world for some of the top
promotions, plus the endless hours of hard work on
the end of a telephone, is paying off, and the exfighter insists that this is only the beginning.
“I’m looking to crown a champion in every
weight class in the future,” he said. “We currently
have two great welterweights competing for the
first Welsh welterweight belt, but we have big
plans for future shows with more belts and a lot
more top match-ups. We want to continue to bring
top-quality MMA shows to south Wales, with more
big main events like the one we have on Budo 16.”
The Welsh MMA scene has never looked

stronger, with Cage Warriors acquiring PainPit and Phillips
becoming Bamma world middleweight champion, joining
two-time king Brett Johns as a current world champion
from Swansea. With Jack ‘the Hammer’ Marshman recently
being crowned king of the Cage Warriors middleweight
division, the sport has never been in such a great position in
Wales.

Giving Welsh boxing the exposure it deserves
David Owen
dpowen17@gmail.com

